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PREFACE 

It is not the purpose of this thesis to present a 

complete study of the social survey. The technique of 

social surveying and the technology of social surveys have 

developed so recently and so rapidly that a thorough dis

cussion should only be ventured by the few experts who 

have developed with the field. It is the purpose of the 

author of this thesis to present, from his limited expe

rience as a social surveyor and from a rather extended 

study of social surveys, the II8aning and value of the suf

vey method to the science of sociology. Therefore, the 

chapters upon the technique of social surveying and the 

technology of social surveys should not be considered as 

attempts at expert and comprehensive treatment, but only 

as an attempt to present a more thorough analysis of just 

what the survey method is than could be presented in the 

introductory chapter. 

~~ either should this thesis be considered an attempt 

to discuss all methods of social investigation in detail. 

It attempts only to point out that the survey owes some

thing to each of many other types of investigation, and it 

is believed that this can not be done without a short de

scription of each of these methods. 

The further fact that nothing is said about deduc

tion should not be interpreted as denying altogether the 

t707oG 59 , 
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value of the deduotive method, but only that we are here 

disoussing the sooial survey, and the sooial survey is 

almost wholly an induotive method. 
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CHAPTER I 

WHAT IS THE SOCIAL SURVEY 

The social survey is new. Its very rapid rise 

and immense popularity almost designate it as a fad. The 

prominent part it has recently played in reform movements 

suggests that it may be a sort of new religion. Its wide 

revelations and vivid pictures of things previously but 

dimly known makes it operate as quite a definite regula

tive agency in the community where it is made. Its search

ing analysis and popular methods of description indicate 

that it may be a valuable method of sociological investiga

tion. Some of the promoters of social surveys have recog

nized the elements of the fad, the craze, a.nd religion in 

the survey movement and have begun to call a halt upon the 

possibility of its becoming a mere reformers' creed, ani 
outlet for religious zeal, or e sort of community clair-

1 
voyancy which is having its day. 

Is the social survey merely a new medium for the 

discharge of religious and reform energy which has sudden

ly been turned from church formalism and religious charity 

1 - Thompson. C. W., "Rural Surveys", I1lblication.§ 
of the American Sociolo~ical SOQiety, Vol. XI,1916, P 132. 
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to humanity, and has taken as its creed welfare and effi

ciency? Or is it the natural and inevitable perfection 

of a method for discovering facts about which the people 

of this age have more or less naturally become concerned? 

These questions may be incapable of satisfactory answers 

simply because both these elements are inextricably bound 

up in the survey movement. One fact is clear, however, 

namely: the sooial survey did not appear suddenly, unan- J 
nounced and from nowhere. It has developed. It is a move

ment. It has gained steadily, though rapidly in popular

ity. Its perfeotion of technique and technology has 

gained continually, and its influence upon reform programs 

and clear thinking in general has already become evident 

in many fields of social enterprise. 

It is the claim of social surveyors that the nov

elty of the social survey is merely its power to discover 

and objectively set forth social facts and situations in 

such a way as to be of icterest to the immediate community 

and often to the public at large; that surveys are the ex

pression of a desire on the part of the people to ascer-
2 

tain what ails their community; that it is just as nec-

essary for organizations or communities, as it is for men, 

2 - Davis, W. L., "A Comnru.ni ty Welfare Week." P 1. 
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:3 
to know themselves; that men and communities are learning 

the need of skilful di agnosis; that the so cial survey is 

diagnostic in that it is a stock-taking of facts regarding 

the problems about which the sociologist and social worker 
4 

are concerned;· ·"that it is a community study which applies 

a thoroughly scientific method to social and eoonomio phe

nomena in order to secure data upon which to base a sci en-
5 

tific program for fu ture community building. ff Further-

more, it is the belief of surveyors that the survey has 

grown popular and effective through the medium of· "pitiless 

publicity" of bald facts. When, however, it may be asked, 

did the mere publicity of facts become so powerful? News

papers have been published for a century. Books have been 

read for a number of centuries, and investigations of so

cial facts and situations gone on, no one knows how long. 

Professor R. E. Park contends that the survey movement, 

which he says preceded the social surveyor and the social 

survey itself, took definite for.m only when two particular 

3 - "A Communi ty Surv~~ of the 21st ':lard", The CitI 
Olub Bulietis' Chicago, Vol. VI No.5, P 86. 
t :. chneider, F. "The Relat ion of The Social Surv~-y 
o Public Health", P 4. 
. 5 - Preston, Jose~hine, "Educational Surveys", Bu~ 

LIfe Conference of State91le~e of Washineton, 1913, P~ 
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streams of public interest--the welfare and the efficiency 
6 

movements--united, some three decades ago. Their union 

was first announced through the muckraking episode of twen

ty or twenty-five years ago. The muckrakers took it upon 

themselves to generate public concern about public affairs. 

It was as early as 1871, when the New York Times began its 

attack upon Tweed, that muckraking really began. The inter

est generated by this incident was followed in the two suo

ceeding decades by a gradual development of the idea that 

municipal corruption was a normal result of party machine 

organization, that Tammy and similar rings were literally 

organized societies, that Tweed himself was a representa

tive of a system, that the theory of "put the rascals out .. 

was not accomplishing anything more than a change of admin

istrations with the same problems presenting themselves o

ver and over again. The story of the development through 

these twenty years is but the history of a public's growing 

interest in itself. Previous to the incidents just re

ferred to there is little evidence that communities recog-

6 - Reference to Professor Park's ideas all have 
reference to a course he gives at Chicago University in 
"Social Surveys" and not to any publication. 
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nized such things as thes~hases or aspects of their own 

social life. In the late seventies and early eighties ar

ticles began to appear, in the popular magazines calling 

attention to vital facts of immediate public interest. The 

Century Magazine, for Instance, ran quite a series of arti

cles on Civil Service Reform in 1882. The Atlantic Month

ly, in 1880, bagan calling attention to the value of such 

comparative studies as that of E. C. Wines upon "The State 

of Prisons and Child Saving Institutions in The Civilized 

World." There was scarcely an issue of Harper's Magazine, 

in the late seventies, which did not contain an article on 

Compulsory Education, Vice Conditions, Defectives and De

linquents, Sanitation, and similar social issues. Some 

magazines such as the North American Review and the Arena 

which had made it a part of their policy for a good while 

previous to this to stimulate interest in and furnish know

ledge concerning these problems increased their space giv

en to these issues about this time. An analysis of the 

articles appearing in ten leading American magazines be

tween 1870 and 1890 reveals, by actual count, almost twice 

as many articles, of the nature referred to above, in the 

five year period just following and including 1880 as ap

peared in the five year period preceding 1880. A further 

and more interesting fact is that the nature of the subjects 
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treated 'in these publications in the fifteen years follow

ing 1880 were far more specific in their treatment of so

cial facts and issues than were · articles treating of these 
7 

same facts and issues the fifteen years preceding 1880. 

Practically all of the magazines which entered the field 

at about this period have, from the start, been publica

tions whose editorial policy has been social, economical 

and political. President Arthur said in his first mes

sage to Congress in 1883, "It seems to me that the rules 

which should apply to the management of public service 

may properly conform in the main to those which regulate 

the conduct of successful private business." The Atlan

tic Monthly, in an editorial, hailed this as an unique 
8 

idea, which suggested both reform and efficiency. Between 

1870 and 1890 the greatest gain that has ever been made 

in American newspaper circulation took place. The period 

of so-called "new journalism" had come in. There was a 

change from the old political and editorial type of news-

7 - The author attempted to make a comparative 
analysis of these articles and found that three sevenths 
of them were presenting facts or opinions about social 
conditions WhICh have Deen objects of social surveys in 
the last ten years. 

8 - The Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 51, P 806 April 1883. 
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paper to that of the reporting type. Great improvements 

had been made in the technology of printing. The lino

type was invented in 1884. Chemical processes of treat

ing wood pulp developed in the eighties. Publishers 

could buy as much ,paper for one dollar in 1890 as they 

could for ten dollars in 1870. The total circulation of 

all American newspapers increased from 20,842,475 in 18709 
to 31,177, 924 in 1880 and to over three billion in 1890. 

All this occasioned the daily newspapers to be read by 

probably ten times as many people in 1890 as they were in 

1870. J. L. Laughlin said in an article in the Atlantic 

Monthly, in 1885, "We are a newspaper reading people----. 

~e discuss the issues which conoern national welfare. 

There are few people who do not have some definite opin

ion about the present coinage of silver dollars, the pro-
10 

teotive tariff,-----tf He could not have asserted this 

two decades before, when the circulation of daily news

papers was less than one one-hundredth of what it was at 

the time he wrote, and when it was weeks between the issu-

9 - ~eriaan Newspaper Directory, 1879 to 1908, 
Geo. P. Reve an Company. 

10 - J. L. Laughlin, 
lhe Atlantic Monthly. Vol. 55, P 826, June 1885. 
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ence of the news and its being read by people in the more 

remote sections of the country. It was also in this de

cade that the United states Census took on a wider signi

ficance as a body of social data. The formal census of 

1870 contained 156 schedules, that of 1880 contained 
11 

13,919 schedules. It was the census of 1880 that con-

tained, for the first time, data concerning the insane, 

pauper and criminal classes. Special investigations and 

publications of the data in these fields were first pub

lished in bulletin form during the first decade of the pre

sent century. A number of significant articles, books and 

publiShed investigations appeared in the early nineties 

Which added greatly to the public's interest in itself. 

General Booth's, "Darkest England and the Way Out", ap

peared in 1891. Jacob A. Riis began to publish his books 

at about this time: "The Children of the Poor", in 1892; 

"How the Other Half Lives", in 1890; "The Battle wi th il e 

Slum", in 1902. "The City Wilderness", a study of South 

End, Boston, by Robert A. Woods, was published in 1898. 

Ida M. Tarbell's "History of The Standard Oil Company" 

came out in 1903. Lincoln Steffens' "The Shame of the 

11 - Wri~t C. D. and Hunt w. C. HiBfiQ f1~ 
Growth of the Dnltea States Census trom l7~Q -. 7. 
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Cities" was published in 1904. Thomas W. Lawson's "Fren

zied Finance" appeared in the same year. Altgeld's "The 

Cost of Something for Nothing" came out that year also. 

Jane Addams' "Democracy and Social Ethics" had appeared 

two years previous. WaShington Gladden, Josiah strong, 

John Hobson, C. R. Henderson and others of their type be

gan their careers as writers and investigators in the nine

ties. special census investigations began to be made regu

larly from now on. The Experimental Bureau of Afunicipal 

Research had been established in 1896. Seth Low in his 

administration as mayor of Brooklyn from 1881 to 1885 had 

stirred New York with the ideal of business efficiency in 

ci ty government. Municipal Accounting had become a profes

sion. Sooiology had arisen. The Russell Sage Foundation 

had been founded for welfare and investigational purposes, 

and the Municipal Reference Bureau had taken the formal 

and definite purpose of educating for munioipal efficiency. 

It was therefore natural that out of so well a defined 

body of sentiment and so many similar lines of improve-
12 

ment and just at the close of the heyday of muckraking, 

12 - There was hardly a magazine between 1900 and 
1905 in which there did not appear muckraking articles 
more or less regularly. 
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a great piece of social investigation should grow. And 

it was further natural in 1908, when this investigation - -

the Pittsburg Survey -- was planned, that it should attempt 

to weld the ideals of efficiency and welfare into one i

deal. The investigation was carried forward with this pur

pose in mind. Professor Park says, "What bridges efficien

cy and social welfare together is that they use the same 

methods and each in its very nature implies the motive of 

the other." Since the Pittsburg Survey the movement has 

developed so rapidly that it would be impossible even to 

list the surveys which have been made. It is probable that 

more surveys are in progress at this time than have been 

publ~shed thus far. 

It is quite apparent that if the social sUrTey is 

a fad it bids fair to rival the wildest one of all time. 

If it is a religion it has caught the attention of the ef

ficiency worshipers as well as that of the reformers. If, 

however, it is something more fundamental than either of 

these it must have back of it forces and factors even more 

vital and impelling than this body of developing sentiment 

we have just described. The writer believes it has such 

a fundamental background. Municipal problems had arisen 

during the period covered in the above sketch. Great Amer

ican cities had come into existance within this period. In 

1880 one person out of every four of our population lived 
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in cities; now one out of every two live in cities. The 

greatest spurt in city growth over previous size came 

between 1880 and 1890 when ' there was an increase of 49.5% 

in the population of cities of over twenty-five thousand 
13 

inhabitants. Welfare problems have increased inunensely 

with the increase in size of cities and with their chang

ing type of inhabitants. Besides eighteen cities of over 

twenty-five thousand population having doubled their num

bers between 1900 and 1910 there was a growing percentage 

of these populations that were not native born. Only 

fourteen cities in the United States with one hundred thou

sand population or more had one half American white popu

lation in 1910. New York had 40.4% foreign born and an 
14 

added 38.2% more who had foreign born parents. Josiah 

Strong says "In New York City there are sixty-six languages 

spoken, eighteen in one block, while twentysix national-
. 15 

ities are represented in a single public school." The 

tide of immigration pouTing into these cities swung from 
16 

North Europe to South Europe in the eighties. Municipal 

13 - ~welfth Census of U. S. 
14 - eard, Chas. A.' nt P 24",26 
15 - Strong, Josiah n e 0 P 14!:1. 
16 - Annual Report 0 e ommassioner eneral of 

Immigration, 1914 (Charts and Statistics following P 156. 
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problems more acute than we had ever known before immedi

ately presented themselves for solution because of the two 

great factors we have just mentioned. If social conscious

ness, like individual consciousness, arises when some vi-
17 

tal adjustment is imperative, it seems evident that Amer-

ican municipal consciousness was destined to appear within 

the period just outlined. It did appear and took form in 

the efficiency and welfare move~ents which together have 

made up the survey movement, or the spirit of the survey, 

so to speak. If this spirit has at times outrun the real 

function of the survey it is because the popular element 

of the fad has developed more rapidly than have the scien

tific technique and machinery of surveying, and not because 

the social survey does not have a function more fundamen

tal than ttat of merely being popular. 

As a welfare movement the social survey finds that 

it must get the ear of the public. As an efficiency move

ment it finds that it must enlist the participation of the 

public. Therefore, the function and the popularity of the 

social survey do not stand opposed but rather as comple

mentary to ea.ch other. The one is the essential element 

h 17 - Ellwood, C. A., Introduotion to Social Pey-
e olo~ Pp 59, 152. 
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in the other's success and thus in the ultimate success of 

the survey itself. The social survey probably never would 

have developed had it had as its function merely the gath

ering of facts for facts' sake, although it would have been 

altogether worth while had it had no other purpose. It 

needed something which was recognized as more vital and 

more interesting to the immediate public. The welfare and 

efficiency movements with their demand for skilful diagno

sis; the charity workers with their insistence upon case 

methods; the eyer-driving need of problems to be solved and 

the public's growing interest in the solution of these prob

lems, have been the motives for the development of the so

cial survey, and for the development of a technique and 

technology even more interesting than the sentiment which 

we have bsen discussing. The conscious purpose of most of 

the recent surveys has probably been to stimulate community 

introspection. Communities make surveys or permit surveys 

to be made of themselves for the sake of detecting their 

faults, to discover the basis of so~e immediate or ultimate 

community · enterprise, or simply for the sake of knowing 

themselves better. The earliest elements, as we have noted, 

were muckraking propoganda. Lincoln Steffens in his study 

of the seven American cities, which furnished the data for 

"The Shame of the Cities", and Ida Tarbell in her investi-
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gation of Standard Oil, did clever pieces of detective work. 
18 

Page after page of the Pi ttsburgh Survey is mere muckraking. ~· 

Many of the most recent survey reports are introduced by 

such statements as the following: "This pamphlet seeks to 

give an answer as to whether the Churches in the villages 

and open country are effectively giving impetus for every 
19 

movement of rural advance"; "The survey idea was applied 

to rural communi ties largely for the purpose of investiga-
20 

ting inst-i tutions which have ceased to function adequately" ; 

"Wherever made, the legitimate purpose of the survey is to 

bring about a more economic use of money and equipment and 

a better adaptation of educational agencies to educational 
21 

needs tt • Practically all special investigations which pre-

ceded the survey had this element of faultfinding and de

tection in them. It was therefore natural that the first 

social surveys were surveys of abnormal conditions. As noted 

. 18 - The examples of this tendency are so numerous 
Anln the Pittsburgh Survey that no quotations are attempted. 
th index to the tendency can be found from pages 3 to 6 of 

e volume on the "Pittsburgh District". 
L. 19 - Wilson, W. w. and fel ton, R. A., "Ohio Rural 
lie Survey" (Southeastern Ohio) P 5. 

t . 20 - Riddell, W. A. "Rc.ral Survey of Turtle Moun-
aln District Manitoba", P 7. 

21 - Mahoney, J. "Some Foreign Educational Sur
veys", P 4. 
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above, the social survey is a diagnosis and diagnoses are 

called for when something is felt or seen to be wrong. San

itary, health and eQucational surveys, which have been finan

ced by certain communities, have at times evoked the harsh

est criticisms from the city officials and the common ciu

zens because they have revealed unpleasant facts about the 

living conditions and social organization of the community. 

~ithout question, in more recent years, there has been a 

gradual shifting from this detective type of investigation 

toward tbat of a more constructive nature. Facts of malad

justment are still uncovered but together with them, facts 

of merit also appear. Facts pictured as "glaring evils 

and startling injustices" which were said to "be found on 

every hand" were of dominant interest to the Pittsburg sur-
22 

veyors. 30me of the purposes of early surveys were stated 

as being "to investi~3te institutions which have ceased to 

function adequately" or to find out whether "churches are 
24 

operating to do their job". Gradually but surely the pur-

pose of surveyors has changed. The following quotations are 

1 u 
22 - See first few pages of the;' P1ttabur, District. 

t 23 - Riddell, W. A. J. "Rural Survey, Turtle Moun-
ain District Mani toba" P '(. 

'"' ?4 - 'Nilson, Vi. 1;. & Felton, R. A. "Ohio Rural Life 
I::iurvey" (Southwestern Ohio) P 1. 
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indicati va of the purpose of some of the best modern sur

veyors: "The projeot was undertaken in order to learn sig

nifioant faots of living oonditions in the community, to 

make reoommendations where oreative action is needed, and 

to ac~aint the general oitizenship with both faots and 
25 

needs". "In the survey the aim has been to ascertain and 

display the faots, present the aotual conditions, bring in

to high relief the most striking features, whether good or 
. ~ 

bad, and make olear a program or polioy for the future." 

"The purpose of this survey was construoti ve. I t was not 
. 27 
aimed to humiliate but to improve. It It has largely oome 

to be the rule that oitizens of the oommunity who are inter

ested in the projeot Whioh is to be promoted upon the basis 

of the findings of the investigation are themselves assist

ants in the survey. The community becomes self-oonsoious 

by means of self-disoovery. 

The social survey not only reveals the problems of 

the community but often reveals the oommunity itself. Most 

people live surrounded by a sooial environment whioh they 

take for granted and are part of innumerable sooial si tua-

Huron, 

. 
25 - Potter! Z. L. et al .. "The Newburgh Survey~ P 4. 
26 - Riddel , W. A. et 8.l., "Ru.ral Survey County . of 

Ontario," P 5. . 
27 - Potter, Z. L. et al, "The Newburgh Survey", P 4. 
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tiona which they assume to be "just natural". An indi-
-

vidual lives as a neighbor to one man and at crosspurposes 

with another without seeking deeper than the subjective 

causes. Therefore, people within a given section live 

more or less intimately together and more or less isolated 

from the people of other sections but never discover really 

why~ Dr. Warren H. Wilson was probably the first to attempt 

to outline the funotional community when he defined it as 

"a team haul". Professor C. J. Galpin of the University 0 f 

Wisconsin, has since made a very careful and thorough diag

nosis of rural human relationships, with the result that 

he has discovered what he calls, "the social anatomy of an 

agricultural community", and has demonstrated a method by 

which others may do the same thing. School, church, soil 

and fa~ management surveys state their purposes to be the 

finding of the functional relationships of speoifio commu
nities~ Dr. Wilson started this idea, as we have said, bJ 

. 28 
attempting to find the real boundaries of commnnity life. 

Professor Galpin demonstrated the possibility of finding 

not only the boundaries but the functional relationships 

C 28 - Wileon, W. H., "Evolution of the Countr,y 
ommunity. " P 91. 
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29 
of community life and organization. The conviction has 

become quite universal among the surveyors that the social 

survey i8 capable of revealing phenomena that, "are e~ 30 

bedded in the common life", of a given community of people. 

They believe that it"defines and expresses local situations, 

and focuses public attention on them" more oompletely than 
. . 31 

any previous type of investigation has done. They believe, 

in fact, that it discovers the community by actually trac

ing the fibers of the community organization, or we might 

almost say, community organism. Social surveyors operate 

upon the conviotion that every citizen should know his own 

community and that suoh knowledge on his part will result 

in his taking a deeper interest in the community's welfare. 

They are convinced that what is called a "sooial diagnosis", 

is necessary before any positive program can be carried 
32 

forward. They believe that thoughtful people appreciate 

the fact that community comparision is an essential basis 

for scientifio community building and progress, and that 

29 - Galpin, O. Jt "Sooial !nat omy of An Agricul-
tural ooumnmi~"l p 1,2. ~ee Ohap. III P for cliarte). 

30 - leI ogg, P. • "The Social Survey" P 15. 
31 - Schneider, P. "The Relation ofthe ·Social Slr

vey to Public Health Authorities" P 4. 
32 ~ Curtis, F. R. "Oolleotion of Survey Material: pp. 3,4. 
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some such thing as the survey is an essential in furnish-
33 

ing the facts upon which any such comparison can be made. 

Surveys have practically always been made for the sake of 

gaining a knowledge of community conditions; to reveal that 

knowledge to the citizens; and to make recommendations ·for 

future action. Surveys have been used just as the physi

cian uses his diagnosis or the geodetic surveyor uses his 
34-

analysis. They are different only in their scope. That 

is, they are not a single line of investigation, a single 

diagnosis, or single analysis. Rather, the social suney 

is a composite of investigations. Mr. Zenas L. Potter says: 

"A distinction is made between an investigation and a sur

vey. The investigation is a study of a problem that i8 a 

unit. The survey is a group of such investigations, the 

problems of which knotthemselvea together into community 
35 

problems." 

Social surveys may be made indefinitely for the 

purpose of detection, or as a basis for social action and 

social programs. Each would help the citizen to know his 

communi ty better, and this result alone would justify the 

33 - Groves, E. RrRural Life Oonference", state 
Oollege of Washington", 1913?p 3-4. -
. 34 - Felton, R. A. "The Study of a Rural Pariah", P 5 

35 - Potter, Z. L.,"The Sooial Survey" P 2. . 
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making of any or all surveys. Sooial .surveys have been 

made, however, for purposes other than these two just men

tioned. A limited number have been undertaken for the 

sole purpose of discovering facts. Such are the surveys 

made by instructors in agricultural colleges and elsewhere 

who desire more speoifio information in their particular 

fields of soientifio research. The surveyor in this case 

merely wants to find out the general living conditions of 

this Or that type of oommuni ty. He may walit to oompare 

urban conditions with rural oonditions, industrial with res

idential conditions, one community with another, one sec

tion of a community with another seotion of the same oo~ 

munity, or numerous other oonditions and situations. It is 

not that he wants to oarry through any immediate program, 

not that he desires to find fault or deteot any abnormal 

thing, but that he, as a sooiologist, economist or citizen, 

wants a better knowledge of the social and eoonomio faots 

of typical communities. The writer belieTes that the so

oial survey has both unoonsoiously and consciously developed 

a method of discovering and revealing these faots. And 

sinoe it has ~een the purpose of this Chapter to reveal 

what the sOoial survey is, it would not be amiss to allow 

the social surveyor himself to say what he thinks he is 

aocomplishing. To that end we shall quote a limited number 
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of passages from different types of surveys and thus allow 

the surveyor to state his olaims. The first question the 

surveyor must answer for the person who believes tha~ he is 

following a ~re fad, and especially for the scien~ific think

er is: Does the social survey furnish typical facts, that 

is, do es it establish the hyPothet ical typical communfty, 

the typical social situation -- . facts and conditions from 

which we can generalize? . The following quotations are in

dicative of the surveyors1 answers: 

"White Oounty. is typical not only of a very consid-
-

arable seotion of southern Illinois, but is equally typical 

of wide sections of those states by which Illinois is bound-
. 36 . 

ad on the southeast and southwest." 

"In response to certain requests the oounty church 

work u~~ertook to survey a typical county in western Ore
gon.'" 

tiThe Bureau of Social Surveys bAs made en inquiry 

into the actual extent of misery in five typical blocks of 

as many different districts of the city where such helpless-

36 - Fosterl Dr. L. H. and Fulber, Miss H~, ttA . 
Health Survey of Wh te Oounty, Illinois." P 4.. -. 

37 - !yer, F. O. and lorse, H. N., "A Rnral Survey 
of Lane Oounty, oregon.". P 3. 
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38 
ness seems to preTail". 

"This district was chosen because it appeared on 
-

examination to be a fairly. representative section.~~----

The PXSress of' t~e ~tudy justified this preliminary, judg
ment." 

"Green County is a member of that Tery fertile 

group of counties in sou,thwestern Oh18 dr,ained b~ the two 

Miami Rivers and their tributaries". ' 

Of course these quotations do not 8t :. all proTe 
• 

that the surveys established typical facts. What they do 

prove is that the surveyors were attempting to make sur

Teys that had more than a local bearing. It is a common 

practise to chose houses or farms by random in a given co~ 
o ~ 

munity and thus trust that these few will be representative. 

In a Housing Survey being made at this time under the di

rection of the author a distinct attempt is made to gather 

enough facts from each section of the city to make compari-

38 - BlaChIJ C. D., "Report of the Bureau of So
cial Surveys", ~IPort of the Bureau of Public nelfarl, Ohi
cago, 1915. P 5. 

39 - Fairchild..t H. P., "An Industrial Survey of a 
New Haven District~" r 3. 0 

40 - Vijlaon, 11. H. and Felton, R. t.,J. "Ohio Rural 
Life Survey." \Green and Clermont Counties r 5. 
o· 41 -Rlddell, W. A., "Rural Surveys, Turtle Moun-
tain District, Manitoba." P 7. 
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son of typical situations possible. 

The second question that the surveyor must answer if 

he would satisfy the demands of the scientifio investigatorQ 

is: Has the surveyor prooeded objectively, that is, has he . 
, eliminated the personal equation, or are his data merely 

subjective opinions conoerning the sooial situations? Again 

we shall allow the surveyor and the student of the survey to 

state their convictions. 

"We can fairly say that this survey was made' with no 

preconceived notions to prove or overcome. Whether the coa

clusions reached would have much or little in common with 

the beliefs of the ordinary reader, has had little effect on 
42 

the method of the work." 
-

A survey is the applioation of a thoroughly scienti-

fic method to social and economio phenomena, to secure data 

'Q,oa which to base ,8 scientifio program for the increase of 
h~an institutional effioienoy.-------- The investigators 

begin their work tQ discover the truth, not to seek data to 
, 43 

prove their theories". 

42 - Wilson. I. H. and Taft, A. B •• u, Rural Sut-
vfl1 of Indiana." P o. ' -

43 - Prelton J. "Ednoational Surveys", t.rft Lift 
.c.onferenol,State Coliege of Washington, 1913 Pi> ~.-
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The next qnestion the scientist would ask is: Has 

there been any' attempt to use the comparative method? A 

closely related question is: Are the. data so tabulated as 

to make the comparative method possible? Turning again to 

the surveyors, we find 8U<)h statements as . the following: 

"The Pittsburgh Survey made a quick diagnosis of perhaps 

twenty phases of life and labor in the steel district on 

the basis of standards worked out elseWhere, it brought these 

diagnoses together and studied somethi~ of the structural 
44-

relations of the problems set forth." While both of these 

surveys (Vocational Education Surveys of Richmond and Minn ... 

apolial t were made primarily for the purpose of analysing 

the local industries and the local systems of education and 

of ascertaining what kind of instruction is needed and the 

best way of imparting that instruction, they are also of na

tion-wide interest and significance. The facta discovered 

in the studies of the industries of Richmond and MinneapolB 

are the general factspeculiar to those same industries 
. 45 
throughout the country". 

"The following is a general view of the social con

ditions of the city as a whole. The broader study is nece&-

44 - Kellogg, P. U •• "The Social Suneytf P 7. 
45 - Prosser, o. A. and Richards, O. B. -AVocation- . 

al Education Survey of Minneapolis, Jt1inneeota." P 9. 
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sary for the purpose of comparison with the condition exist-
46 . 

ing in the districts". 

~e object of the social survey should be not mere

ly to gather all the facts pertaining to the social life of 

the community; but far more to correlate 'these faots and to 

make progress toward the underlying causes by which they are 
47 

moulded and their effects upon each other". 

The final question which the Blneyor must answer in 

the light of soientifio standards is: Has the sooial survey 

developed a system of quantitative symbols by Which it can 

measure and express its findings? Upon the answer to this 

question the possibility of utilizing the comparative mathod 

depends, and'without this method all study must be purely 

subjective and no assertion oonoerning typioal faots oan be 

made. The ,surveyors are quite clear. however, in their 

ideals and purposes conoerning the answer to this last ques

tion. They do not claim in all casls to have perfeoted these 

symbols but that it is their purpose to perfeot them, therl 

can be little doubt~ Note the following quotations: 
48 

"Facts gathering is the A. B. O. of surveying". 

46 - "Sooial Prospeotus of Kansas Oi ty", 1913 P 8. 
47 - Elmer, II. O. "The Social Survey of Urban Oom-

munities". P 4. . ' 
48 - Harrison, S., "Oommnnity Action Through Sur

veys". P 4. 
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"Readings would be simplified and their permanent. 

intrinsic and comparative values enhanced if a uniform plan 
49 

were followed in the presentation of the findings". 

"The objeot of these surveys is to subject to sta~ 

tistical measurement certain rural sooial and economio 

forces and to furnish exact data as a foundation for con-
60 

structive programs of rural bette~nt". 

"The ohief merit of these studies lies in their 

quantitative character; though the measurements are, rough. 

and are supplemented all too often by estimates, they in

dicate what can be done towards get ting exact information, 
, ' 51 

and in themselves supply a good deal of it." 

"A social surley is an attempt to photograph, so to 
\ 

speak, the community so as to show every home in all its so-
, . 52 

oi81 conneotions Wi th all other homes in the ooDmUni ty". 

Social surveyors haTe not made these statements in 

&nswer to , questions asked by scientists, nor have most so

oial surveyors been operating as skilled scientists. Bather 

,they have worked as expert investigators seeking to find 

, 49 - Potter Z. L •• "The Coopersburg Survey", P 7. 
, 50 - Weld_ t. D.H.~ ' ''Sooial and 'Economic Survey of 

a Communi ty in ReCl Ri Ter V uley". P 2. 
51 - Haney. L. S. and Wehrwein. G., "! Sooiel and Eoo-

nomio Survey of Southern !ravis Count~~ Texas~ P 1. 2 
52 - Galpin.O.J.,"Method of Making Sooial Survey" P • 
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facts. In order to get these facts they have evolved a me

thod o~ research which they oall the Social survey. Thus the 
, , ' 

social surveyor would argue that ,while the social survey has 

in it elements of the fad, and has developed with all the 

zeal of a popular movement, that it also has elements in it 

which indicate that it will long outlive its .mere popularity; 

in, fact, that it. is a direct method of obtaining knowledge as 

well as a method or means of mobilizing a commnnityinterest 

in itself. 

SUMMARY 

lre have attempted to trace the growing sentiment 

which prompted investigations upon the basis of efficienoy 

and social welfare and have noted . the fact that the two pur

poses culminated in The Pittsburg Survey. It was in The 

Pi t tsburgh Survey -- the work of the Russell Sage Foundation -

and in the work of the Municipal Reference Bureau that we 

came to recognize the function of the expert surveyor. Be

cause it has been the expert who has developed the techni-

que or method of discovering and presenting facts, it seemed 

worth while to allow him to testify to what he thinks he has 

attained that is valuable to soientific method in sociology. 

An analysis of' many of these surveyors' reports, a few of 

which are cited here, shows that they believe: First, that 

they have been discovering and revealing typical situations: 
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second, that they have pursued their work in an objective 

way, caring for nothing but the revelation of conditions as 

they are; third, that they have made possible comparisons 

and, in fact, have ,revealed new truths by means of the co~ 

parstive method; fourth, that they have insisted upon quan

ti tati ve methods of tabulation and comparison, and have thus 

developed a truly scientific technology whioh will do much 

to create new social theories or at least will check up on 

the theories already held. 

Chapter II will attempt to describe the technique of 

social surveying, not so much for the purpose of offering 

expert knowledge, as for the purpose of better proving the 

thesis set forth in the last few pages of Chapter It Tiz: 

that the social survey has in its method of finding facts a 

valuable contribution to make to the science of sociology • 

• .., 



C HAP T E R I I 

THE TECHNIQUE OF SOCIAL SURVEYING 

It is the purpose of this chapter to show what the 

technique of social surveying is and how it has evolved. 

In order to do so, it has seemed advisable to trace the 

development of those types of social investigation which 

have contributed most directly to modern methods of dis

covery and setting forth social facts. Just as the pur

pose of the social. survey is a compo'si te of different sen

timents, so survey technique and technology are composites 

or syntheses of numerous methods and machineries of social 

investigation. As a composite social investigation, the 

social survey utilizes all the means and Imthods of social. 

analysis and description. Many investigations made under 

the name "survey" have nothing in common wi th t he social 

survey method as a composite and contemporary investiga

tion. A "survey of Greek civilization" or "a survey of 

English literature" does not enter into our field of dis

cussion. On the other hand we shall find that numerous in

vestigations made under other captions have much to con

tribute to our discussion, and that many of these, in fact, 

are real social surveys. In the functional development of 

social analysis - and we are interested in the funotional 

rather than the chronological development - sooial descri~ 
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tion was probably the first step. Domesday Book is large

ly a description of England and Wales of the eleventh cen

tury. "William the Oonqueror" had the investigation made, 

in 1086, in order that he might have a better knowledge of 

how to organize his newly conquered territory under the feu

dal system. He gathered the data as a basis for the inci-
53 

dence of taxation, and possibly for the purpose of know-

ing how many subjects he had who could be enlisted in the 

defence of his domains. The Domesday Survey was apparent

ly made in a very definite and formal way, for it found 

out the exact number of men in the Realm and the economio 
54 

holdings of each. It gathered elaborate statistics' and 

carefully tabulated them. "Domesday Book" - the report of 

the survey - is much more than a census, however. It is, 

in fact, a social history of the time, or as Ballard says, 

it is a "vivid description of East Anglian life of the 
55 

eleventh century". 

stow's "Survey of London", another early investi

gation, which was ~blished in 1598, is almost purely 
56 

sooial description. stow gathered facts concerning an-

53 - Ballard, A.., "The Domesday Inquest". pp.8-10. 
54 - Ibid. P 14. . 
55 ;: Ibid. P 19. 
56 - Stow, J. t "The Survey of London". 
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cient London from the most reliable sources and published 

these facts. Thus, his book is literally a history of Lon

don. The reason we accept it as a contribution to the 

first step in social surveying is because Stow was inter

ested purely in the social aspects of facts rather than in 

their chronology. In all cases he discusses the very facts 

we look for in surveys. He gives definite figures con

cerning the number of ch~rche8, towers, castles, schools 

and other social institutions, but for the most part hie 

facts are not tabulated, but only described. 

John Howard's "State of the Prisons in England and 

Wales", another social study,was different from stow's 

study, in that.it was an investigation of contemporary 

rather than historical facts. He was surveying a social 

situation. His report is like Stow's, in that he expressed 

his findings quantitatively only where they were exceeding

ly easily expressed in figures, as in the oase of food ~p-

portionment, .the number of prisoners, how many prisoners 

were flogged and how many were punished in some other way. 

He did more than merely describe individual prisons, how

ever. He saw the prison system as a unit, and through his 

investigation he might be said to have oreated the prison 

prob~em in Europe. In all of his findings he noted simi

lar facta, such as the numbers of eaoh sex, causes of oo~ 
mitment, clothing, food, bedaing, cleanliness, work and 
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the number of oases of prison fever, Which suggests that 

he must have developed and used ~eoifio schedules for his 

many investigations. In London he gathered statistios oon

cerning fees because he was interested in the abolition 

of the fee system. He carefully tabulated, by county u

nits, statistics concerning the disposition made of pris

oners; i. e., whether they were punished or discharged. 

Here again his tables for all · the oountiesare the same, 

which made it possible for him to form comparative judg

ments concerning the sooial situation which he was study

ing and Which again suggests that he used definite sched

ules. 

This survey of a century and a third ago reveals 

not only the first concise step in the development of so

cial survey technology but also reveals, in panoramic 

form, the rapid development and even the motives in so

cial surveying. The 800ial survey, above everything else, 

is a "sooial diagnosis", but like all other diagnoses, ~ 

was not usually made until some abnormal condi tion had 

deYeloped calling for remedy. John Howard, as sheriff of 

the Oounty of Bedford, England, beoame interested in the 
o 57 

improvement of the jail in his home oounty. 

57 - Howard, J •• "The State of the Prisons in Eng
land and Wale8~. P 1. 
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He began his investigations by first visiting the jails 

of all adjacent counties to gather examples and make com

parisons. T~e consideration given to" his findings by 

, Parliament led him to visit, many times, praotically all 

the prisons of England and Wales., The knowledge of the 

complete social situation at home, in turn, led him to " 
seek comparisons in foreign countries. On two ocoasions 

he visited practically all the prisons. of France ,Holland, 

Switzerland and Germany to get oomparative jUdgments con

cerning the problem at home. A similar growing interest 

in definite social problema and social situations, and the 

discovery of comparative social facts has caused the so
cial survey to . develop ;. ," rapidly in the last two deoades. 

Booth's "Life and Labor of the 'People of London", 

like Howard's inv,.tigatl", is a study of definite con~ 
I 

temporaneou8 80cial situations. It remainl, however, 

quite strictly in the field of socjaldescription though 

it is truly a survey. It il true that practically all, of 

his findings are expressed in some sort of graphic or 

atatistical form, but the faot that the report is a doou

ment of seventeen volumes and' ,over six thousand pages,. i8 
suffioient to prove that it contains a very great amount 

of desoriptive material. Booth asserts, "My prinoiple 

aim is to confine myself to the clescription of things al 
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68 
they are". but notwithstanding his high resolve to remain 

strictly scientific, we often find him preaching concerning 

situations and viewpoints of the people ",home he studied. 

Booth did, however, have a fairly scientific attitude to

ward his work. He started with the idea that poverty i. 

based solely upon the lack of sufficient income, and that 

population can be classified upon this basis so as to give 
, 

an adequate picture of social life. Later he modified' fh is 

opinion to the extent of saying, "If it is not e%actly or 

invariably true that the direct apparent poverty, the clos

est crowding, the greatest lack of responsibility and low

est scale of remnneration went hand in hand in ever,y local

ity and in every degree, still it did appear that the n~ 

bers of the crowded and the numbers of the low paid were 

muoh the same; that industrial capaoi ty and hi~er and 

more regular wages lead to better housing----". This state

.ent may sound as if his correlations were deeply influ81 ced 

by his preoonceived notions of what he would find. When, 

however, we find that he reconstructed his whole scheme of 

classification so as to inClude and correlate many facta, 

58 - Booth, O. "Life and Labor of the People of 
London." 3d Series. teliiioul Influences. Outer Ring, 
North Vol. I. P 5. 

59 - Ibid. P 4. 
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of Which he had never before thought, with the life and la

bor of these people, we are inclined to consider him as fair

ly soientific and as the first great sOcial surveyor. He 

was a statistician and began his work with few ideas beyond 

those of enumeration of populations and the correlation of 

inoomes with numbers and classes of people. At first he enu

merated the people of London in classes according to the de

gree of their poverty and oomfort and indioated the condi

tion of the life of each class by the amount ' of monel it 

received. 

He soon beoame convinoed, however, that the wage" 

vocations and looation of these people formed the basis of 

natural sooial groups, and so he reorganised his investiga

tion upon these bases. ,His final tabulations contain data 

concerning every aspeot of the whole sooial situation of 

which these groups were a part, from their religious prac

tioes to their means and methods of sewage disposal. He 

started his investigation in the outer ring - the newest 

leotion - 'of London and proceded bl a series of conoen

trio rings toward the heart of the ci t;y. He mapped out the 

, streets in colors so as olearll to depiot their looation 
60 

and funotions. He live4 among the people for three years 

60 - See Chs'Dter III, P P 103 -107, ~ou&h none of these 
mapa are al compreHensl_e a8 thoBe or Booth~. 
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gathered data through thousands of personal interviews with 

the best infor.med oitizens and professional men of eaoh seo

tion, from school ohi1dren conoerning education, and later 

utilized the census of 1891 to amplify his own findings. His 

written report on religion alone is a "digest of 1800 per-

sone1 interviews. His fin~ings are, of course, sometimes 

vague beoause he set himse1f'the task of finding ~ig ten

denoies and not minute data. His study, however, is a c~ 

prehensive pioture of a more or less oomp1ete social sit~ 

tion. His poverty map, his street chart, his olassifioa

tion of people in correlation with their natural environ

ment - both physioal and social - forces hi. study upon 

Our attention as a definite step forward in the technique of 

sooial investigation. 
Sinoe Booth's notable work; a number of similar minor 

studies have been made. In some ways these studies improve 

Upon Booth', technique and in other ways they do not equal 

it. Three such studies are Kengott's. "Record of a City", 

(the oity of Lowell, Massachusetts), Kirk's, "A Modern Oity, 

a Study of Providenoe, Rhode Island", and Rowntree's "Pover-
, " 

t,", (a study of York, ~gland). There seems to be little 

in lengott's ' survey beyond the general purpose of making 

SOme sort of an investigation. He does gather statistios 
of diseases, what people live upon, the wages they reoeive, 
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and a number of other stmilar matters, and tabulates them 

in quite minute detail. When, however. he Comes to write _ 

his report, he makes ve~ little use of these tables and 

allows himself to be led into social description, back of 

which there seems to be the ever-present spirit of detection 

and exposure rather than diagnosis. Every shortcoming is 

pointed out and a solution is offered for every problem. 

While the author never compares his findings with any stand

ards except the vague hypothesis with which he started the 

investigation, he does further demonstrate Booth's method 

by presenting maps, charts and tables of statistioa, and 

adds to these the important feature of graphs,. which have 

later come to be recognized as a highly valuable method of 

quantitative description. 
Kirk's study of Providence is a collection of essays 

by members of the faculty of Brown University. It presents 

. the facts concerning the physioal oharacteristio~, commer

Cial and industrial growth, labor oondi tions, governmental, 

eduoational, aesthetic, philanthropic, and religious activ

ities of Providence. In last analysis, however, it is 8i~ 

ply a survey of the distinctive features of the city rather 

than a survey of the city as a whole or of any social situ

atiOn within the city. 
Rowntree's "Poverty" is modeled after Booth's study. 
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The author sought to do for a provinei al town what Booth 
61 

had done for a metropolis. His inTestigation was made 

~ust a decade later than that of Booth and the territor,y 

COvered was mueh smaller. Therefore his survey could be, 

in many waY8, much more detailed. He used 80me methods of 

graphs that do not appear in Booth's report. He made a 

fairly minute study of family budgets. His data concern

ing family income and expendi ture were moh more aocurate' 

than those of Booth. Furthermore, and above 'everything' 

else, he made generalizations from all of his findings, 

but drew only those inferences which came directly from 
. , ~ 

the data furnished by his house to house investigations. 

His report shows in every way the progress that has been 

made in methods of quantitative description in the decade 

following Booth's notable example. 

The analysis of social delcription, as the first 

functional step in the development of surTey technology, 

has already forced us to see the trend toward more quanti

tative methods of presenting the findings of the investiga-

61- Rowntree, B. S., POlertI· A Study of Town 
LUI, Introduction. . f . t 62 _ Rowntree's book w11l be re erred to aga1n a 

. greater length in another relation. 
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tors. Probably, therefore, the next step we shouldi discuss 

is the very opposite of description - that of census taking. 

The United states Census i8, in a sense, a great social sur

vey. It is a composite and contemporaneous study, and it 

does in some ways gather and present data concerning sooial 

si tuations. For the most' part, however, outside of the spe

cial bulletins, it is a mere enumeration. It discusses so

cial groups and presents social facts, but does very little 

correlating of these facts, whereas correlation is one of 

the chief functions of the social survey. In fact, the rea-

80n the social survey studies the social situation rather 

than merely the social group is that it seeks to discover 

the forces and factors which are the very fibre of the so

Cial group, and these forces and factors are apparent only 

When the situation as a whole is studied. 

In order that a complete social situation may be co~ 

prehended, it is often necessary that the survey be a study 
63 

Which has an element of locality in it. A oensus has this 

feature only inoidentally. Census taking, however, does 

have a direct contribution to make to survey technique, name

ly; its universal insistence upon qnantitative analysis and 

. . 63 - Kellogg, P. U.; Harrison, S. M., and others. 
~clal SuryeI, P 13. 
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description. Practically all recent comprehensive sooial 

surveys make large use of census methods. The Cleveland 

Eduoational Survey, while it is much more than this, is nev

ertheless a census of the Cleveland schools. The Pitts

bUrgh SurTey, the Topeka Survey and praotically all others 

SUpply fairly complete data on population and other matters 

which a regular census would furnish. The Cleveland Survey 

was divided into twenty~five sections and eaoh section dealt 

with some specific phase of the Cleveland publio school sys

tem. Invariably, the first step taken by each investigator 
/ 

was that of enumeration. The facts are in all cases pre-

sented in statistical tables or by means of oharts and graphs. 

It is practically only the volume of conclusions that welds 

all these statistical facts into a single social situation 

and thus makes of the Cleveland investigation a real social 

survey. No census can give complete data. Its contribu-

tion is that it has made us believe that no body of data is 

either reliable or complete which is not statistically or 

otherwise quantitatively expressed. 

A more interesting phase of survey development, one 

which may be designated as the third functional step in the 

development of social survey technique, is that of the uti

lization of description of social situations and the oompila

tion of social statistics as a basis for text book writing. 
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The social survey has to do not only with the gathering and 

tabulation of social facts, but also with the creation of 

social facts, so to speak, that is, with the problem of cre

ating social consciousness of social situations. The very 

reason why the census is not a real social survey is that it 

does not sufficiently differentiate its data to make people 

conscious of social problems. On the other hand, the reason 

why social description fails to impress people with the prob

lems and situations it seeks to depict is that it is not suf

ficiently concise to force people to visualize these facts 

and situations. Given, however, social description and cen

sus taking methods, the third step should readily suggest 

itself, namely; utilization and analysis of social statis

tics for the sake of completely describing social situations. 

I Shall cite four attempts thus to combine these two methods 

into one. Rowntree's "Poverty" is a text book in social 

pathology. It is also a survey of the town of York. The 

questions the author sought to answer are the same that sug

gest themselves to every student of charity work, namely; 

"What is the true measure of poverty"? "How much of it is 

due to insufficiency of income and how much to improvidence"? 

tlHow many families are sunk in a poverty so acute that 

their members suffer from a chronic insufficiency of food 
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64 
, and clothing"? A desire to answer these qnestions adequate-

ly, led to an investigation, and a desire to make people 

conscious of ,the facts discovered by the investigation, led 

to the publication of the facts of sooial life in York in 

a text book called, "Poverty". In the introduotion, the 

author says, "It soon became evident that if these and 

groups of allied questions were to be answered with any ful

ness and accuracy, nothing short of a house to house inqui

ry extending to the whole 0l5the working-class popu+ation 

of the city would suffice". And again, "My objeot in un-
" 

dertaking the investigation detailed in tnis volume was, if 

possible, to throw some light upon the conditions whioh 

govern life of wage-earning classes 6~n prorincial towns, and 

espeoi'ally the problem of poverty". In his final chapter 

he draws generalizations from the detailed study, and says, 

'tIn this chapter it is proposed briefly to summarize the 

faots set forth in the preceding pages, and to oonsider what 

oonclusioDs regarding the problem of poverty may be drawn 
67 

from them". ' 

Allen iD his "Modern Philanthropy", makes a peculiar 

64 Bowntree B S "Povert! a Stu~ of Town T.ifA, - , • ·,e - _____ -- ---- --B ~.. . , ' 
- 111. ltd t· 65 - Ibid. Pix, n rQ no 10n 

66 - Ibid. P Vi1. 
67 - Ibid. P 295 
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yet very interesting study of six thousand appeals for mon

ey made during one year to Mrs. E. H. Harriman. He beoame 

convinced during his investigation that neither givers nor 

receivers of relief had adequate means of learning what is 

most needed in their communities. Therefore, he published 

an analysis of these six thousand appeals in order to throw 

light on the whole problem of philanthropy and to create a 

social consciousness of the motives and needs of relief seek

ers. His analysis was made upon a sohedule, the two chief 

categories of which were: "cause of need" and "purpose of 

aid requested". The interpretations of these findings are 

presented in a text book upon social pathology, the purpose 

of which is largely summed up in the following sentenoe: 

"I believe that the above analysis of giverst points of 

view will help givers, prospeotive givers and the public 
68 

alike to recognize and demand efficient gi vJ~g". 

Bailey in "Modern Social Condi tions" does mme

what the same thing that Rowntree and Allen do; that is, 

he draws his theories from statistical tables, or at 

least he never draws a conclusion without presenting the 

statistics as evidenoe for the inferences. Of course, 

68 - Allen, 'iI •• 10d~ ~i§~t~oB;" P 393. 
69 - Bail.y,W. B., ~:ndition8. 
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Professor Bailey's book is in no sense a report of a sur

vey. It illustrates, rather, an attempt to give a complete 

appreoiation of oensus taking methods and their valu~ to 

sooial desoription. 'He utilizes not only the oensus re

ports of this and other countries for oomparison, but also 

uses the teohno10gy of oharts, diagrams and other quanti

tative methods whioh he borrowed from oensus reports. He 

takes up the larger sooia1 faots and situations under suoh 

ohapter headings as, "Sex, Birth, Marriage, Death and 

Growth of Population". In every oase the disoussion is 

bound up with and is an interpretation of statistioal data. 

Some reoent eduoational surveys are striking ex~ 

ples of this step in sooial surveying'. Chief among those 

is the Portland Survey. It was made very much in the same 

way as all other educational or sohool surveys and for the 

same purpose "as a report prepared for the people of Port

landu • 70 The appreoiation by Professor Hanus of its wider 

signifioanoe led to its publioation as one of the volumes 

of the Sohool Effioienoy Series, whioh is primarily a te~t 

book series dealing with suoh subjects as "Problems in 

Elementary Sohool Administration", High Sohool Organiza

tion", "City Sohool Supervision", "How New York Adminis-

70 _ Cubber~, E.P., The Portland suryel, P vii. 
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ters its Schools", etc, etc. This survey, a local study, 

finds its plaoe among these educational treatises as a text 

book on school organization. 

Whether anyone of these four books is a sucoessful 

attempt at text book writing is beside our point which is 

to demonstrate these investigators' ideal of presenting 

their findings in such a manner as to challenge the atten

tion of the general public and arouse the consciousness of 

the general masses to the social conditons and situations 

under investigation. That these publioations have failed 

to be significant as their authors expected them to be, 

does not vitiate the fact that they demonstrate an essen

tial bit of survey technique and teohnology. It proves, 

rather, that they are not the last step in the develop-
• 

ment of that technique and teohnology and so we have natu-

rally given way to later and superior methods. 

Another quite distinct factor in developing social 

survey technique is the "case me thod" of charity workers. 

The contribution of the oase method is that it forced a 
71 

recognition of the int'errelations of social problems. 

It leads us to see that a social investigation cannot end 

71 ... Riley, 'Z! J!. "Sociology and Social Surveys", 
AmeriCan Journal of Soolology • Vol. 16ff 818-33. 
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with the individual dependent, delin~ent or defeotive; in 

faot, that the individual is' virtually an abstraotion in 

relation to the sooial situation of whioh he is a part. The 

oase record is not so much a reoord of an individual or a 

family as it is a record of the facts relating to indivi

duals and ' families. As Miss Richmond puts it, "The tamily 

has a history of its own apart from the history of those 
72 

who compose it". "A client'seocial relations are not 

bounded by his immediate family, nor, as a rule, should 

our sources of insight and cooperation be so bounded.---

The groups of Outside Sources frequently used, as Shown 

in this study, are social agencies and churches, dootors 

and health agencies, former and present neighbors, tela

tives, former and present employers, schools, friends, 
73 

and public records". In sunmarizing the coopererativ8 

function of such agencies she cites the following: " A 

study of the Outside Sources - sources outside the imme

diate family group, that is - consulted in three cities by 

56 social agencies of 19 different types (rendering 14 

different forms of service in the oases studied) shows in 

2,800 cases (50 for each agency) 10,871 consultations with 

such sources, counting, in anyone case, only the first con-

72 _ Riohmond! Mary E., Social Diagnosis, P 158 
73 - Ibid. P 79 ' 
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74 
sultation with each sourc. used". A case record is the 

exact record of those things of which charity workers have 

a general knowledge and deep appreciation, but about whioh 

they and the public alike need detailed and careful infor

mation. Furthermore, it is a vehio1e by which information 

oan be oonveyed from one Charity Organization to another 
75 

and to the publio. 

The oase method in the hands of skilled oase-method

workers has praotioal1y the same teohnique as the sooial 

survey. It attempts to be a diagnosis through the oolleo-
76 

tion, oomparison and interpretation of sooial situations. 

It is a perpetual survey, an aocumu1ation of facts conoern

ing sooia1 situations, with the individual or the family as 

the unit of investigation. Among the contributions to the 

social survey from this method there is one that is pre

eminent. It was desoribed as long ago as 1887 in these 

Words, "The data, upon which are made those generalizations 

which are to guide our studies and practises, would be more 
77 

exactly given if we kept better reoords". In recent times 

74 - Richmond r Mary E •• ~~ ... ~~~~ 
75 - Aronovi C1, 0., ~e~~~~.aa..:~ 
76 - Ri ohmond, Ms.!")' • ~lIU.Ji~~~~1t.K 
77 - Kellogg). O. D., .llSil!~~~~~~~~~_s 

~d Oorreotion, 188'( P 123. 
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charity workers who are imbued with such ideals as these 

have been our foremost social surveyor&. In each of the 

three big social surveys of the past decade -- the Pittsburgh 

Topeka and Springfield Surveys -- they have not only been 

prominent as expert investigators but have been prime movers 

in instigating such studies. Sentiment for a social inves

tigation in Newburg, New York, took the definite form of a 

social survey only in the hands of AJrty Woods of the New-

burg Charity Organization Society. The staff of the Depart

ment of Surveys and Exhibits of the Russell Sage Founda-

tion is largely made up of case-workers. The case method 

has thus not only contributed teohnique but engineers, as 

well, to the social survey. 

Case work, however, has always been largely a closed 

system within the Charity Organization Societies. The body 

of case records is known as "The Confidential Exchange",and 

is, for the most part, not for community publication. It 

was the special investigation that added the step of publi

oity to social survey teohnique. The development of special 

inVestigations by the Bureau of the Census and the publioa

tion of the reports in bulletin form for wide distribution 

began in the first deoade of the present oentur.y. Bulletin 

reports upon the Insane, The Alms Houses, Children's Insti

tutions and other similar problems awakened the publio to 

clear consciousness of these problems. Health, school and 
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church surveys, made for the sake of informing the publio 

of the conditions existing in these separate fields, have 

all been faotors in the final step toward the development 

of a composite social investigation. Speoial investigations 

of oertain groups and classes of people made by other than 

official organizations, have served to differentiate and 

popularize the study of definite social problems. A studv . 78 ~ 

of Missouri Almshouses gave its author - a sooiologist -

an opportunity to reaoh the people upon whom the condition 

and improvement of the particular sooial situation which 

he was investigating depended and to do it through an ap

proaoh whioh would challenge their attention. The first 

thing he did was to present a com.plete statistical summa

ry of the number and types of inmates in the several alms

houses of the state. This was followed by a brief desorip

tionof each class - the insane, other defectives, chil~ 

ren, etc. ---, and finally there were presented the stand

ards and ideals which a well organized and well administered 

almshouse should have. By this method the social situation 

with its complete significance was given publicity. 

An investigation which pursued the same method and 

. 78 - Ellwood, Professor C. A., Conditions of the 
County Almshouses in Missouri. 
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aooomplished the same purpose is a study of the feeble-
. 79 

mlnded and insane in the state of Texas. This study not 

only presented statistioal tables but a great number of 

photographs as well. Woven all through the report are 

oomparisons with the findings from similar investigations. 

When the final reoommendations appear, they have as a back

ground the publication of facts revealed by a survey of the 

local situation. An investigation of oounty almshouses and 
80 . 

jails of Missouri; an investigati on of outdoor relief in 
81 82 

Missouri; a study of jai Is in Oalifornia; old age depen-
83 

dency in the United states; the reports of a half dozen 

Vioe Oommissions; and many others serve the purpose of mak

ing the public conscious of definite sooial problems and 

situations. 
The scope of these investigations is considerably 

expanded when we reach health, sanitary, school and church 

surveys. The investigation has then become more or less 

79 _ Yoakum C. s.,nCare of t~e F~~ble-minded and 
Insane in Texas." ~llei~n of the Unlyerslty Of Texas. 
Humanistic Series, No. • 1m . 80 _ Cross, W. T. and Forrester, C. B.County ~s-
~uses ~d Jail! Of MiBsouri. ... _ War ie d, . A., e n 

82 - . ~, 
83 - Spier, L. w. . n 

~ate§: A Complete Survey 0 e Pensuon ovement. 
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oomposite in its purpose and is always an investigation of 

a single oommunity rather than a single sooial problem of 

many communities. A few .oitations will suffioe to illus

trate how these investigations are expeoted to accomplish 

publicity of social situations. itA. Health Survey of White 

County, Illinois", is intended to d.isoover for the oOJmnUlli ty 
84 

the facts conoerning its health condition'. The authors 

say, "We have many children in our publio schools who are 

pale and anemio and who have, as we know, a family history 

of tuberoulosis. -------- We feel that some definite steps 

ought to be taken in the matter of preventing further 
85 

spread of the disease-----". In another conneotion they 

say, "The important faots contained in this report will not 

COme as a revelation to many of the people of the area cov

ered. Indeed, the adv~nt of these two health agencies, Un

dertaking this survey, was brought about by the real awaken

ing of a number of the citizens of White County to the 

general insanitary conditions and, what is more important, 

to the lack of the realization of these conditions on the 
86 

part of the rank and file of the people". And, finally, 

84 - Foster, Dr.L.H. & Fulber, Miss Harriet, nA 
Health Survey of White County, Illinois". pp.l-2. 

85 - Ib i d. P 6. 
. 86 - Ibid. P 8. 
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the last sentence of the report is, "With the survey mde; 

- with the facts set forth clearly and frankly - it is up 

to the people of the community to determine whether they 

want better conditions or are content with those that ex-
87 

iat". "A Rural Sanitary Survey of Five Counties in Indi-
88 

ana" serves the same purpose of discovery and publicity 

of social conditions. To these might be added citations 

from a number of urban sanitary surveys, housing surveys, 

etc, all to the same end and purpose. 

Most school ~rveys are for the same purpose. The 

most comprehensive school survey yet made is that of Cleve

land, Ohio. The findings of this investigation are publish

ed in twenty-seven volumes. The Portland Survey, referred 

to above, is contained in one bound volume. Almost a hun

dred other school surveys are published in pamphlet or 

bulletin form. For the most part these surveys have been 

conducted for the purpose of finding the same faots, each 

for a different locality, or school system. And. for the 

most part, also, each has been conduoted for the purpose 

of apprising the local community of facts of whioh the ex-

87 - Ibid. P 23. al&. 88 _ Hurty, John N. ,S~creta~ Sta~e .Board of He ..... 
. Indiana Bulletin ofCorrectlon and Charltles 1914 P232. 
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perts desired them to become consoious. Missouri is just 

completing a Rural School Survey at this time for the pur

pose of making the citizens of the state cognizant of rur

al school oonditions. It is hoped and expeoted that the 

result will be a complete remaking of the rural sohool sit

uation in the state. The church surveys have been made for 

the same purpose, although many suoh as those conduoted by 

the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions have a wider sig

nifioanoe. To these so-called institutional surveys might 

be added the industrial, vooational, farm management and 

many other surveys. These latter, however, have largely 

been made by men who were seeking researoh faots and so do 

not so well illustrate the point we have in mind, namely; 

that before the oomposite sooial survey oould appear there 

had to be developed a teohnique for arousing social inter

est in the group of facts which go to make up the oompos

ite social situation. This bit of technique was a combina

tion of science and journalism, the expert investigator 

plus publicity. At first it was the publicity of facts 

which were so abnormal as to have caught the attention of 

a certain portion of the publio. This was followed by the 

publicity of facts with which the general publio was very 

well satisfied, but Whioh the expert saw to be none the 

less significant because of that faot. When the publio be

Oame willing to employ these experts and willing that the 
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experts should publish the situation as they diagnosed it, 

then, and then only, were communities willing or even cap

able of being surveyed; then, and then only, were communi

ties ready for complete self-examination. When this last 

step was taken it became evident that nothing more than 

the correlation of all the methods which we have been' dis

Cussing was involTed. The unit of investigation was no 

longer the individual, the family, a chosen class, or a 

single social problem, but rather it was the comunity wi'th 

all of its problems so interrelated and bound together that 

they needed to be studied as a unit. The survey needed to 

do little more than mobilize the knowledge each commUnity 

had, to a greater or less degree, of itself. Numerous 

agencies had been gathering untold volumes of data concern

ing social situations, but the faot that each agency de

sired these data as a basis for some defint~ propoganda 

and had utilized them solely for .that purpose had left the 

large'r portion of them buried in their files or had caused. 

them to be destroyed. The survey did little more than 

draft the social workers who gathered these data, mobilize 

that portion of the data which had been preserved, and set 

to work to rediscover and correlate the portion that had 

been lost. Kellogg summarizes the problem thus: "The sur

vey takes from the physician his art of applying ,to the 

problems at hand, standards and experience worked out else-
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where. It takes from the engineer his concept of the 

structural relation of things, from the Charity Organi

zation Society its case work method of bringing problems 
89 

down to human terms". In another plao'e he says, "The 

survey has to do with the phenomena imbedded in the CO~ 

mon life of the people", and again, "To visualize needs 

which are not so spectacular but none the less real is the 
90 

work of the survey". Potter adds the following: itA dis-

tinotion is made between an investigation and a survey. 

The investigation is a study of a problem that is a unit. 

The survey is a group of such investigations, the problems 

of whioh knot themselves together into a community prob-
91 

lem." The most perfect illustration of this idea is The 

Pittsburgh Survey - the first great oomposite survey ever 

made - and the Springfield, Illinois Survey Which followed 

and expanded the Pittsburgh method. Every special inves

tigation in these surveys was as thoroughly distinct as 

anyone of the types discussed above. Every investigator 

was an expert in the field of his or her investigation. 

All investigations were under one direotor, however. and 

constant conference and co-operation between the different 

89 - Kellogg, P. U.~ "The Social Suuey". P 4. 
90 - Ibid. ~ 15, l'l. . 
91 - Potter, Zenas L., "The 30c1 A1 Surye!". P 1. 
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groups kept the survey a unit. Each expert applied the 

knowledge and experience previously gained in the study of 

many similar situations in learning about this one. When 

the final compilation of the knowledge concerning this co~ 

munity was made, however, it was greater than the sum of 

these. individual investigators' findings, for as Mr. Kellogg 

says, "We have counted our city populations regularly every 

ten years - in some states every five. We have known that 

the country has grown and spread out stupendously wi thin 

the century, and that within that period our cities have 

spread out and filled up with even greater resistlessness. 

We have profited by incisive analysis of one factor or an

other Which enters into social well-being -- tuberculosis, 

infant mortality, faotory legislation, public education, to 

name examples; and we have had the needs of our neighbor

hOOds put forth by those who know them well. But there is 

something ·further, synthetio and clarifying, to be gained 

by a sizing-up process that reckons at onoe with many fac

tore in the life of a great civio area, not going deeply 

into all subjeots, but offering a structural exhibit of 
92 

the community as 8 going conoern". 

The prooedure of the composite survey varies with 

92 - Kellogg, P. U., Pittsburgh District,P 508. 
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the locality and with the purpose of the investigation. An 
expert who might be a direotor of the industrial seotion of 

an urban survey would be incapable of directing a farm man

agement seotion of a rural survey. An expert school man 

would be out of place in a religious survey, and an expert 

sanitarian would not necessarily make a good school survey

or. The point is not than an expert may be called upon to 

analyse any sort of a social situation but that a direotor 

in whose hands the survey is placed may employ those ex

perts best fitted to investigate the chosen elements of 

the composite. 

Praotically every method used hy the social survey 

is also used in other investigations. Many of the methods 

as we noted above. were used in other investigations long 

before the sooial survey itself developed. The contribu

tion of the sooial survey is that it is a composite of these 

methods. The Pittsburgh investigation was a survey because 

experts were assembled from the fields of charity. labor 

problems, housing. and health and sanitation. All the 80ur

ces of information within and about the oity were thrown 

open, and all the technology of social investigation was 

utilized to analyze this industrial community. A sketoh 

of this or any other comprehensive survey should suffice 

to illustrate the composite method of gathering, tabulating 

and reporting a complete social situation. These studies 
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usually have four quite definite steps in their develop

ment: First, the getting of a bird's eye view of the co~ 

manity, that is, seeing the field as a whole; second, the 

differentiation of the separate fields for detailed inves

tigation; third, the gathering and tabulation of the data; 

fourth, the report of the faots to the community and to 

the world at large. The first step is accomplished in a 

number of ways, the simplest of which is merely getting a 

population census of the oommunity. At Pittsburgh a quick 

diagnosis of a score of phases of life was first made to 

get a view of the field as a whole. This was for the sake 

of making a blue print, so to speak, of the community. Out 

of the knowledge obtained from this pathfinder investiga

tion, which lasted from six weeks to two months, six deep

er and more extended special investigations grew, namely; 

(1) an inquiry into hours, wages and labor organizations; 

(2) a study of household life and costs of living; (3) a 

study of five hundred cases of workmen killed, including 

an inquiry into hospital treatment, etc; (4) a survey of 

women-employing trades; (5) a study of economic costs of 

typhoid fever~3(6) a survey of chili-helping institutions 

and agencies. After the data had been gathered, and when

ever possible while it was being gathered, the mapping, 

93 - Ibid. P. 498. 
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diagramming and other statistioal work were oarried on by a 

speoial staff. Following the completion of the field inves

tigation, whioh had been in operation all during the survey 

and even before it started, was oompleted, thus aooomplish

ing the ultimate purpose of the investigation. This purpose, 

as ou~lined by Mr. Kellogg, direotor of the survey, was, 

"That of making the town real to itself, not in a goody

goody preaChment of what ought to be; not in a sensational 

disooloration; not merely in a formidable array of rigid 

faots. There was the oensus at one pole; and yellow jour

nalism at the other. The publioity soheme was oarried on 

through the media of lunoheon meetings, newspapers, maga

zine artioles, pamphlets, exhibits, special issues of the 

Charities and the Commons, and finally by the publioation 
94 

of the oomplete survey in book form of six volumes. Thus 

The Pittsburgh Survey brought together practioally all the 

methods of investigation which had developed up to that 

time. 

Sooial desoription had given us vague notions con

cerning many community problems, census taking had present

ed us with some oold statistios, case records had furnished 

94 - Ibid. P 508. 
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a wealth of social information conoerning the dependent 

portion of the community's population, the speoial inves

tigation had done somewhat the same thing for the whole 

oountry and had coupled with its data a method of publio

ity. Not until the Pittsburgh Survey, however, had these 

methods of analysis and desoription ever been brought to 

serve a common purpose, namely; the purpose of making a 

'given community self-oonsoious of its every day life, and 

of revealing to all other similar oommunities something of 

their social organization. This survey attempted to make 

an inventory of the whole community by di scovering and re

vealing its many sooial maladjustments and adjustments as 

a single sooial situation. The step it took, or the start 

. it made in that direotion has been followed by the direo

tors of practically all the many surveys that have been 

made in the decade since the Pittsburgh study. Indeed the 

beginnings made at Pittsburgh have been so consistently 

followed and improved upon that there can now be said to 

be a fairly well recognized teohnique of social surveying. 

Surveys are of many and various kinds and are maie 

for many and various purposes. Very few surveys have at

tempted to be as complete as the Pittsburg Survey, but all 

{consciously or unoonsciouSly have followed in a general way 

~ its method of obtai ning facts. Furthermore, not all soo1 al 

surveys are oomposite or synthetic surveys. A very great 
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-percentage of them are what might be called "segmental" sur-

veys, i.e., a single set of institutions, facts or faotors, 

is surveyed. Such are the school, Church, industrial, hous

ing, child welfare, and many other single problem surveys. 

In such surveys the procedure is necessarily modified. The 

four major steps in technique are adapted to fit the situa

tion, whatever it may be, but they are not dispensed with 

or violated. The birdls-eye view of the general social sit

uation is just as neoessary for9~he "segmental" survey .as 

it is for the composite survey. This does not necessarily 

mean that a pathfinder survey, suCh as was the first step 

in the Pittsburg survey, must be made. It does mean that 

the social surveyor must be or become sufficiently familiar 

wi th the community to be able to map out his plan of oam

paign, to make a blue print of the structure of the commu

nity's life. It may be that he has lived in the community 

long enough that he already has the necessary knowledge. 

He may be able to get this knowledge from local agencies 

and institutions. He may have had sufficient experience 

in other similar communities that he has a pretty thorough 

appreciation of this community and its problems. In any 

oase he, as an expert, reoognizes the advantage of a gener-

95 - McLeaniF. H. et al, Surtey of Charities of Cit! 
~f Burlington, Pl. 
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al prognosis before starting upon his detailed diagnosis. 

If the undertaking be that of a composite survey, he reoog

nizes this as a neoes'sary step to be taken before a proper 

division of labor can be made among the group of experts 

who are to direct the separate branches of investigation. 

Indeed were not such a step taken, the general director 

could not know just what separate lines of investigation 

are needed or what speoial investigators to employ. 

The second step in the procedure of survey technique 

is more thoroughly modified in the "segmental'· survey than 

any of the other steps. In a single problem survey there 

is likely to be but one surveyor, or at least but one set 

of sohedules. It might, therefore, seem that there could 

be bo differentiation of task other t'han a division of 

territory. Even so small a point as this would probably 

be better served in the light of type of territory in con

junction with this or that type of investigator. No single 

problem survey - worthy of the name - however, is so si~ 

pIe as all this. It is not the purpose of a social survey 

merely to cover territory but to discover facts. In order 

to get these facts and be sure he has them exact. it is 

always necessary for the investigator to check them, or quite 

probably to amplify them, from other sources. These sources 

should be known and consulted before the survey is begun. 

A pathfinder survey will discover them. A proper differen-
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tiation of tasks in the method of conducti~ the survey 

will make the maximum use of them. This fact should become 

clearer as we describe the method of gathering and tabul~ . 

ting the facts sought by the survey. 

Where the survey is to be a comprehensive enough in

vestigation to involve any large portion of the citizens. 

it is generally preceded by a definite publicity campaign. 

This publicity campaign. which preceded the field work about 

three months in the Springfield Survey. was continued all 

during the investigation and greatly elaborated during the 
. 96 

. survey exhibit. The purposes of the publioity campaign are 

to enlist the workers and agencies of the community. to mo

bilize and generate sentiment for carrying on the investi

gation, to make it easier to gather the facts, and to pre

pare the community for the findings of the survey. One of 

the big elements in a successful publicity campaign is the 

large use made of local talent. The greater the number of 

the community's citizens that can be enlisted in some phase 

of the survey, the more ready will the community be to carry 

out the ultimate recommendations of the survey. The trust

worthiness of the facts gathered by amateurs is not as great 

as if they had been gathered solely by experts. but the ef-

96 _ Harrison, S. M. An Effectiye Exhibition of I 

~ommnnitI Suryax. ' 
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. fect of these facts in the community is probably much great

er beoause of a oommunity consciousness which has been awak

ened by the use of the amateurs. 

Before the survey proper can begin, the maohinery 

for the aotual field work must be prepared. The making of 

the survey schedules is the most technical procedure ante

cedent to the compilation and correlation of the data, for 

upon the categories whioh the schedules contain depend whol

ly the quality and almost wholly the quantity of data that 

will be gathered. The type of sohedule will be a produot 

of the type of survey to be made. the general knowledge of 

the surveyor, the facts discovered by the pathfinder survey 

and the means by which the sohedules are to be filled. If 

the survey is a composite investigation the sets of schedules 

will be as ·numerous as are the segments of the investigation. 

If it is to be a "segmental" survey, there will be but one 

set of sohedules. In either oase they can be adequately 

formulated only after the surveyor has made himself thorough

ly familiar with what there is to be known about the general 

field in which he is to operate. This knowledge he proba

bly has gained through previous similar investigations or 

through published reports of these investigations. In the 

earliest surveys and even yet today in some surveys his on

ly souroe of information is the body of knowledge obtained 
through the types of investigations described in the early 
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part of this chapter, or it may be possible that he will 

have to fall baok upon the theoretioal body of thinking 

which has developed in that given field. The pathfinder 

survey should do much to give direction to the schedules. 

There is nothing whioh proves the need of this anteoedent 

knowledge so thoroughly as the experienoe that beginning 

surveyors universally have with schedules Which are not 

prepared to gather all the faots whioh they find immedi

ately upon beginning their surveys. 

The exaot form of the sohedule will also depend on 

the method by which it is to be filled. If it is to be 

mailed as a questionnaire, the categpries will have to be 

less detailed and more explioit. If the sohedule is to be 

filled by t~e surveyor himself, then it may be much more 

detailed and the categories need not even be set forth in 
97 

qUestion form. In any oase the oategories must be so ar-

ranged and so specific as to be sure that the same data will 

appear in them no matter by whom they are filled. The best 

way of assuring this result is to seek quantitative or near

quantitative replies to all questions. It should be remem

bered that the survey attempts to be more than mere sooial 

description. Its oategories, then, must be filled by other 

97 - See Ohapter III, P.128. 
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than mere descriptive terms. Such questions as how much, 

how many, how often, at what time, are asked. The surveyor 

is asked to limit his description to two or three terms, 

such as good, fair, bad; dry, damp, wet; new, modern, old; 

etc., which terms can be reduced to statistical form in 

the process of tabulation. The surveyor may find this hard 
~ 

to do for various reasons. He may be filling his schedules 

from answers given him by people Who have never before at

tempted to reduce their opinions or knowledge of the facts 

sought to such exact terms. Many times the client will re

fuse to attempt such a calculation. In such cases the sur

veyor will have to make his own caloulation, get it from 

his client by indireot or detailed questioning or possibly 

from some other source. If the client insists on giving 

only qualitative answers, the surveyor is under the neoes

sity of translating or converting these qualitative state

ments into ~antitative form. There. is always the possibil

ity that the client will misunderstand the question and thus 

give the wrong information. Against this the surveyor can 

fortify himself in numerous ways; first, by keeping the cat

egories of his schedules simple; second, by knowing enough 

about similar facts to instantly mistrust the information 

and thus cOlrect the mistake by a question which will put 

his client right; and third, by checking his findings from 

other sources of information. 
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Some of the above statements suggest that there is 

an art as well as a scienoe of sooial surveying. Suoh un

questionably is true. The whole teohnique of field work 

is an art. An improper approaoh to the olient may vitiate 

the whole sohedule or fail to get it filled at all. The 

author believes as a general rule the best approaoh or in

troduotion is to be obtained through a frank statement of 

the purpose of the survey. If the project has been preoed

ed by a well-timed publioity oampaign, the approaoh will be 

easy. In no oase oan the investigator expeot to get his 

data without some explanation of why he wants it. The sur

veyor is not a deteotive, and therefore the more frankly 

he oan state the purpose of the survey, the better the re

lationship he has established with hie olient. Needless 

to say, there are situations where suoh frankness would 

olose the door of his opportunity forthwith. The olient 

may be ignorant, suspioious, or openly opposed to the pro

jeot. If ignoranoe is the obstaole, the surveyor will 

have simply to aot as interpreter between the olient and 

his sohedule. If suspioion is the obstacle, he will have 

to be constantly on guard that wilful misrepresentation 

of faots shall not be reoorded. If open defiance and pro

test is the obstacle, he may have to fill his sohedule from 

observation or from other souoes. Another possibility is 

that the client may purposely misrepresent the faots for 
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the sake of some egoistic end which he thinks he can gain. 

Suoh a case can and should be checked through other sources. 

The client may forget some items whioh the surveyor from . 

his previous knowledge may have reason to believe are pre

sent. Indireot and suggestive questioning will probably 

get the data, though the surveyor should be oareful not to 

ask leading questions or in any way so formulate his ques

tions as to get answers whioh the olient would not honestly 

have otherwise given. 

If there is a difference in the manner by whioh 

sohedules are filled, some from one source and some from 

another, this difference should be marked and taken into 

consideration in the oompilation of the data. For insist

snoe can not be too emphatically plaoed upon the need of 

aocuraoy in order that the data may be trustworthy and co~ 

parable. A sohedule would better not be filled at all than 

to be filled inaocurately. In fact, it is highly improb

able that all sohedules can be filled. A schedule at least 

does no damage when left h~ank. It is inevitable, also, 

that it will be more difficult to fill some of the cate

gories of the sohedules than it will be to fill others. It 

is quite probable in some schedules that some oategories 

can not be filled at all. If the purpose for which the sched

Ule was prepared oan not be fulfilled unless all categories 

are filled, then an extreme effort should be made to fill 
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all the oategories from one or another souroe. It is possi

ble that the main purpose of the survey oan be oarried'out, 

however, without all sohedules having all th~ir oategories 

filled. Many sohedules are prepared with a olear appreoia

tion of the impossibility of filling one hundred percent 

of the oategories. Suoh a oase is illustrated in a Child 

Welfare Survey under the author's ,direotion at this time. 

Some faots whioh it is almost neoessary to obtain conoern

ing wage earners are asked for in one or two of the oate

gories. The faots are difficult to get from salaried and 

professional people, and are being left blank in many of 

the latter oases. Although it would be desirable to fill 

them, if possible, it is not felt that the partioular oon

elusions which we shall later draw concerning the wage 

earner's families, from the faots tabulated from these oate

gpries, need be vitiated beoause we do not happen to have 

the feots conoerning the salaried and professional olasses. 

In some oases it may be deemed more advisable to make an 

allowanoe for different classes of people in this way, 

than it is to have a separate schedule for eaoh olass. The 

data oan be tabulated, and oonolusions oan be drawn from 

the number of oategories filled with a definite understand

ing and statement of the percentage used in eaoh oase. 

Through this method of prooedure, few oomplete sohedules 

need be disoarded, for from eaoh sohedule oan be ohosen those 
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oategories whioh are adequately filled. All these faots 

the surveyor should bear in mind while he is filling the 

sohedules. Two things he Should keep oonstantly in mind: 

first, that he is gatheri~ faots, not merely covering ter

ritory; seoond, that he is 'gathering these facts not mere

ly for the sake of having them gathered, but that they may 

be tabulated, oollated and made use of after they are 

gathered. 

, Before we leave the subjeot of field work, a word 

should be added about the teohnique of handling the geogra

phical area. In a composite social survey and in many seg

mental surveys it is necessary to make a house-to-house 

Canvass. In such a case, it is necessary to have some very 

definite and systematio technique for handling the geograph

ical area. The author has found the block system to be the 

most universally satisfactory in handling territory. This 

is especially the oase where more than one surveyor is working 

in the same community. In this system, each surveyor or 

anyone surveyor at any given time surveys all the families 

or houses in one block. He never crosses a street, and 

thus never becomes confused nor runs any danger 'of duplica

ting territory. Another system is to district the territo

ry. In this system the block method may yet be used, or 

the surveyor may follow the streets from one boundary of 

the territory to the other, having some systematic way of 
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handling the cross streets and alleys. In rural surveying 

the road system is probably better for two reasons: first. 

because country roads are not so systematically organized 

as city streets; and second. because it would be a great 

loss of energy to survey only the farms on one side of a 

road at a time. In surveys in which geographical area 

plays no part. of course there is no need for such system

atio organization on this basis. In such surveys a name 

or number is all that may be required for each schedule. 

The system of numbering schedules is of great utility for 

other reasons. There may be two sets of data concerning 

the same family or firm. Facts gathered from other sour

oes conoerning the family or firm can be numbered by the 

same notation. and thus all the facts. from whatever source. 

and gathered upon no matter how many schedules, can be eas

ily assembled for tabulation and analysis. The way this 

system works out is illustrated by a Rural Economic. Social 

and Sanitary Survey being made under the author's direction 

at this time. In the survey there are three schedules for 

each farm and each schedule is in a separate inVestigator's 

hand. In addition to the survey schedules being filled. 

there are to be made two sets of water analyses. - one a 

chemical and the other a bacterial analysis. By numbering 

an economic schedule. a social schedule. a sanitary schedule 

and each of the two water specimens each Number 1. there is 
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no danger of confusion or mistake in assembling the data 

for farm Number 1. A few other systems of handling sohed- ~ 

ules and territory have been developed, but 'these few in~ 

stanoes will serve as an index to the exaotness and oare 

with whioh the sooial surveyor seeks to buttress all his 

work. 

Some indioation has been given already of the signi

fioanoe of oollateral souroes whioh may be utilized in 001-

leoting faots. One of the most thoroughly soientifio steps 

in survey teohnique is the use ofoheok to ratify, amplify 

or ramify the findings of the house-to-house sohedules. Sur

vey sChedules are prepared with these oheoking sources in 

mind. The sohedule of the Child Welfare Survey referred to 

above was planned, and oertain categories were inserted, 

for the sole purpose of discovering other sources from' whioh 

a more com9~ete knowledge of the case could be gotten. Suoh 

categories as: "The Physici an or Mid-wi fe in Charge at 

the Time of Each Child's Birth;" "The Present Family Physi

oian"; "Name of Father's, Mother's and Child's Employers;" 

"From What Source Charity Reoeived"; and two or three others 

give the surveyor other sources from whioh he can get fur

ther data and by which he can oheok the data he has obtained 

98 - See Chapter III, P. 128. 
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in the house-to-house canvass. Public records of all kinds -

marriage, and divorce records, jail and court records, tax 

records and many others -- should be utilized. The records 

of all agencies and institutions which touch the family's 

life should be utilized. Physicians, teachers, pastors, 

charity agents, policemen, should be consulted. The histo

ry of the community, and the geography or physiography of 

the community should be taken into consideration. Mental 

and physical tests of certain types or classes add muoh to 

the specific knowledge and interpretation of data. In short, 

no social survey has completed its task until it has thor

oughly studied the whole social situation in its origin, 

development and present status. This is why the social sur

vey is and must be a composite investigation. It studies 

all the factors, phases and tensions of the community's life 

and utilizes all the sources from which any information can 

be obtained about the community. 

From what has been said, it should be clear that the . 

field work of the survey is by no means its most difficult 

task. Its most difficult task is the compilation end tabu

lation of the data and the presentation to the community. 

In a survey of ;the magnitude of the Pittsburg Surveyor the 

Springfield Survey, the work of tabulation, compilation and 

correlation is turned over to a corps of expert statisti

cians. In less comprehensive surveys or in surveys made of 
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smaller communities, the work will probably be done by the 

same persons who gather the data. 'This has both its advan

tages and disadvantages. The Chief disadvantage is that 

the tabulation and correlation may not be done by persons 

who are thoroughly skilled statisticians. The chief advan

tage is that the persons who filled the schedules are best 

acquainted with them, and thus may be capable, from memory 

or notes, of strengthening weak or defective data. In no 

case, however, should sohedules and categories be included 

in the tabulation unless they are trustworthy. If it is 

necessary to eliminate whole schedules or categories from 

a number of schedules, the compilation should be made only 

upon those that are reliable. Conclusions can then be safe

ly drawn from the body of data compiled, and the survey 

findings or exhibit oan be presented to the community with 

the assurance that it is being apprised of its true social 

condition. 

The method by whioh and the form in whioh the find

ings of the survey are presented to the community are fair

ly well standardized. The most universally used form of 

presentation is that of formal publioation in book or bul

letin form. The Pittsburg Survey findings were published 

in six large tolumes. The Cleveland Survey fin4ings were 

published in twenty-seven small volumes. The findings of 

most "segmental" surveys and some composite surveys of small 
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oommunities are published in a single book or bulletin. , 

It is surprising how thoroughly standardized the publica

tions are. The different divisions of any given publica

tion are very likely to follow the chief categories of the 

schedules by means of which the data were gathered. To 

say, therefore, that the publications are standardized is 

again to assert that surveyors are using fairly well stand-
99 

ardized schedules. 

The different graphic methods by which surveyors 

present their findings will be discussed in Chapter III 

(on Survey Technology), but in order that we may set forth 

a little more clearly the technique by which the community 

consciousness is awakened by the surveyor, it will be nec

essary to discuss, here the survey exhibit. The more graph

ically the facts discovered in the survey can be presented, 

the greater will be their force and the wider the range of 

their acceptance. Surveyors practically always make great 

use of photographs, carton-graphs and other pictorial methods 

of presenting their findings in their publications. Certain 

agencies, operating in specialized fields 'of endeavor. have 

for a number of years used poster exhibits as means of pre-

99 - A study of survey publications would reveal about 
the same results concerning beadings under which data and in
terpretations are presented as a stud! of schedules did con
cerning the standardized categories. See Chapter III P. 9~. 
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senting the facts to communities. The Springfield Survey 

enlarged upon this bit of technology and presented the find

ings of that survey to the citizens of Springfield by an 

elaboration of that method plus a great many other methods. 

A description of this exhibit Should be sufficient to explain 

the general technique of the survey exhibit. The Springfield 

Survey was a composite investigation in which twelve nation

al agencies co-operated ~der the direction of the Depart

ment of Surveys of The Russell Sage Foundation. This lat

ter surv.y in some ways demonstrates the fourth step - that 

of community publicity - better than any other yet made. 

Practically one third as much money was spent in the survey 

exhibit as was spent in the total investigation. Newspaper 

agitation for community participation began three months 

before any exhibit committees were appointed. A complete 

census of "useful people" - later to be used in the exhibit 

project - was made. During this census, agitation contin

ued until some eight hundred to one thousand people were en

listed in the exhibit project. The publicity reached to 

many nearby towns Which were finally represented at the 

exhibit by officials, school officers and many others. 

When the exhibit was finally put on, it was arranged so that 

the speotators might pass in a steady stream before the 

different seotional exhibits. All forms of graphio repre

sentation were used so as to make it possible to grasp the 
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ideas quiokly. Some of these exhibits are shown in ohap-
100 

ter Ill. In addition to these graphio exhibits five dif-

ferent plays, including seven oasts and some two hundred 

amateur performers, were given. They illustrated differ

ent findings of the survey in oompari8)n wi th ideal stand~ 

ards in reoreation, ohari ties, industrial conditions and 

medical inspeotion .• These plays were but fifteen minutes 

in length and were presented at half hour intervals. By 

all these means the surveyors literally placed Springfield 

under the microscope and allowed its citizens to look at 

it. Mr. Shelby M. Harrison in summarizing the projeot said, 

"Perhaps the six most distinctive features of the Spring

field survey exhibition were: 1. The fact that it was based 

upon what many feel to be the most comprehensive survey 

yet conducted of a mediu»-sized inland Amerioan city. 2. The 

fact that it was organized by people of the city whioh was 

surveyed, and financed largely by them. 3. The exoeption-

al quality of the mechanioal work done by local volunteers 

in preparation of exhibits. 4. The charging of a ,;ten oent 

admission fee, which probably lessened the total atten-

dance but increased the opportunity for the oareful ex~ 

ination of the exhibits by the thoughtful-minded. 5. The 

100 - See Ohapter III, pp. 132-133. 
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very considerable co-operation on the part of individuals, 

firms and organizations which made possible a much better 

and more oomplete exhibition than the actual budget would 

have covered. 6. The fine example of communi ty team play 

in a purely eduoational affair, notwithstanding the possi

bility of disagreement as to the nature of the suggestiom 

to be offered by the exhibits, the copy for which was pre

pared in New York without examination by the looal commit-
101 

tees" • 
In this brief account of survey reports ~d exhibits · 

we have found practically all methods of statistical, graph

ical, photographio and other visual methods of representing 

sooial facts. The plays which were a part of the Spring-. 
field Survey exhibit are probably only an index to the pan

oramio methods which will sooner or later be developed. 

The pageant which has been employed in many other educa

tional and publicity ways will undoubtedly some day be used 

to present the findings of a great composite sooial survey. 

When this is done the community surveyed and the sooia1 

workers and citizens of the country at large will, for the 

first time, see a social situation under the miorosoope. 

101 _ Harrison, S. M., "An Effeotiye Exhibiton of 
A COmmunity Suryey". 
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A community in miniature will pass before their eyes in 

order that they may see the actual interwoven, li~ing 

tensions, forces and faotors of their common life even 

more distinotly than the experts saw it in their bird's 

eye view at the beginning of the investigation. It shall 

be the purpose of ohapter III to describe, in detail, the 

technology by whioh this has been used and may be acoomplished~ 
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SURVEY TECHNOLOGY 

There has been a very rapid advanoe in reoent years 

in the art and soienoe of presenting data in graphic form. 

The American Society of Meohanical Engineers has attempted 

to establish a Joint Committee on Standards for Graphic Pre

sentation. Pamphlets and books have appeared, setting forth 
102 

the need and power of suoh presentation. The social survey 

has made great use of these methods and has had no small part 

in developing them. For just as the social survey is a com

posite of many methods of social analysis and description 

so the survey method of gathering and presenting facts is a 

. combination of many types of social technology whioh have 

been welded together into a composite survey technology. 

We may be permitted to suggest again that in our discussion 

we do not attempt to give a ohronological acoount of the 

development of these types, but only to traoe each differ

ent element of survey technology from its individual dew lop

ment to its amalgamation with all other elements into a com

posite method of social investigation. 

102 ~ See especialll Brinton, W. C., GraBhiC MethjdB 
(The .r;ngineering Magazine ompany, ew 

or ,an arrison,~. Mai ~ Effeotiye Survey Ex-
hibit Russell Sage Foundatlon, 9 ). 
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The best kn~wn method of presenting sooial facts, of 

course, is mere social desoription after having casually or 

carefully observed the faot or situation. No survey oan 

possibly state all its concrete findings through mere descrip

tion, however. To do so would be to write a case history 

of all families, institutions or individuals surveyed. On 
the other hand, few surveys would be read that presented 

faots only in the form of statistioal tables. The easiest 

way to be sure that the findings of the survey challenge 

the attention of the community is to present them, 8S it were, 
103 

in picture form. It is highly probable that millions of 

dollars have been spent in gathering facts, the usefulness 

of which has been lost because the investigator expeoted 

them automatioally to get results. The discovering of a 

faot is but the beginning, the first step, in making the 

faot effective. The last step is such a presentation of 

that fact as to be assured of its being aooepted by the co~ 

munity. lost facts beoome living, dynamio faotors of a 

community's 'life only when the community beoomes oonsoious 
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of them. The nexus between a static, maybe submerged, .and 

thus relatively dead fact and a dynamic, living fact is a 

successful presentation of that fact, and the key to a suc

cessful presentation is an adequate technology for present

ing facts. ' The way to get the greatest body of facts ab

sorbed by the conmmni ty is to present them in concrete t yet 

non-technioal forms. If the presentation is in graphic 

form, the situation is often more a.ccurately described than 

it could be in any other way, and, furthermore, there is no 

question about its being described in a language that is 

universal -- the language of space perception. It shall 

not be oUr purpose to attempt an analysis of the funotion 

of space perception in the learning and knowing prooesses, 

but we are oonvinced that a thorough appreoiation of the 

part played by graphio methods of presenting faots can not 

be had without a proper understanding of how thoroughly 

what we know, we bave learned through teohnology which has 

reduoed facts to space perception. For, so fa.r as the au

thor knows, there is no other way of quantitatively present

ing facts than through space perception. 

Besides the efficiency in getting facts acoepted, re

sulting from quantitative representation, there is a great 

economy in the use of such teohnology for gathering faots. 

No .investigator oan remember all the individual facts he dis

covers. An efficient technology operates as a vehiole for 
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retaining as well as obtaining data. Furthermore, such a 

retainer or tool gets all facts in the same form from no mat

ter how many sources or through how many investigators. The 

subjective and vague elements are eli~inated by right of the 

faot that the facts all wear the same garb and are retained 

in the same retainer. A survey sChedule, for instance, does 

not permit the use of varying or various descriptive words. 

It demands the checking of one of a few descriptive terms or 

a mathematical statement of facts. Facts gathered by means 

of such a tool are by right of this procedure reduced to 

types or groups, and a much larger body of facts can be as

similated by the community when reduced to and presented in 

such form. No community, nor even individual, can assimilate 

or comprehend a thousand individual facts, but a/thousand or 

even a million facts can be comprehended if reduced to quan

titative or graphic form. Consider the following examples 

of different ways of presenting the same body of faots to a 

community, viz: "The water in the Harlem River is so thor

oughly polluted that it is a source of ill health in New 

York City." Such a sentence might very easily appear in one 

of the metropolitan newspapers of the city at any time. Its 

effeot would probably be nil beoause of the faot that all 
, 

New York really believed it before the statement was made, 

and such a statement did nothing to make the facts more real 

to them. A seoond way of stating this body of faots might 
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be as follows: "A bacterial analysis by the Metropolitan 

Sewage Commission has discovered that there are 15,600 

bacteria per cubic centimeter of water in the Harlem River". 

Such a statement is thoroughly scientific but would probably 

mean nothing to the people who were affected by the pollu

tion. A graphic presentation of the fact, such as the Co~ 
104 

mission used, would haTe effect. It stated it thus: 

Passing by for the time being some even more striking 

contrasts of this sort, we shall attempt to analyze and clas

sify the different graphic methods which surveys have used 

104 - Brinton, W. C., Graphio Methods of Presenting 
Facts, P 20. 
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105 
in their presentation of survey findings. The simplest 

method is that of the statistical table, or a series of 

statistical tables. These tables serve as vehicles for con

densing great bodies of facts, make these facts easy of com

parison, and utilize and capitalize a method of evaluation 

which is appreciated alike by layman and expert. The United 

States Census Reports afford an example of the use of thE 

method. The bulletins put out by the different bureaus of 

research add to the data of the dicennial census those facts 

gathered in these spscial fields of investigation. 

The extensive use made of these compilations and 

especially of such unofficial compilations as the World 

Almanac and similar popular source books, proves the great 

value and appreciation placed upon faots stated quantita~ 

tively Or in terms of common mathematical values. No sur

vey from Domesday to Pittsburg has ever been made which did 

not make use of the valuable technology of statistical ta

bles. The utter confusion, however, with which the common 

person labors over the census reports; the naive opinion of 

the layman on the one hand, that statistics, like scripture, 

105 - The author has not confined himself striotly to 
survey reports, but has chosen graphs from many sources. The 
pU!pose is to show the possible use of such methods and m 
note the fact that social surveys are utilizing these methods. 
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can be quoted to prove anything, and the knowledge of the 

scientist, on the other hand, that truth does not spring 

unoaused from mere figures, are indicative of the weakness 

of mere statistios as means of gathering and interpreting 

social facts. Consequently, we find social workers and 

social soientists attempting to express these facts through 

media whioh in themselves present not only the facts, but 

the correlation and the interpretation of the social situ

ation which the facts represent. Probably the simplest of 

these media is the outline map on which are printed or 

drawn symbols which are given definite meanings and values 

by the use of appended description, and which by their lo

cation on the map state a correlation with the general ge

ographioal region and all that the reader happens to know 

about that region. These symbols can be made to represent 

the same facts that are expressed in statistical tables. 

The extension workers of the University of oisconsin have 

made large use of this method in their surveys. Professor 

Carver adopted it as a method of recording and publishing 

some of the data that he and his staff gathered in the Rural 

Organization Service. In some cases he used such simple and 

yet expressive symbols as the following: 

"Small dot - 1 creamery; large dot - 10 creameries". 

"Small dot - 1 cheese factory; large dot - 10 cheese fao-
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106 
tories". . The dots are properly located upon the map 

and so give the observer the measurement and location of 

these industries at a glance. This type of map is used 

regularly in the government crop reports and many other 
bulletins. 

The health investigation in \7hite County, Illinois 

referred to above, used the symbol of round dots to repre

sent living cases of tuberculosis in 1915 and square dots 

to represent cases of death from tuberculosis during the 
107 . 

same year. 

A map of Turtle Mountain District, Canada, tells 

where all the churches and school houses of the district 

are located, whether the denomination is Methodist, Pres

byrterian, Anglican, Holiness or Roman Catholic, whether 

the churches are with or without ministers, whether ser

vices are conducted in churches or school houses, and the . 
terri tory which each pa.stor or priest presides over. The 

number, distribution, and in some measure the funotion of 

the religious institutions and workers of the community 

are thus told in a far more impressive and dynamio way than 

a mere table or a number of tables of statistics could have 

106 - Carver T. N., "The Organizat ion of Rural Inter
ests." Year Book of U. S. Department of Agriculture,pp 244_7. 

107 - Foster, Dr. L.H. and Fulber, H., A Health Survey 
of White County, Illinois". P 5. 
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108 
told it. The map equipped with some set of symbolry has 

become an almost universal means of recording and publish

ing survey findings. 

Olosely allied with the map is the detailed outline 

~bart, which attempts to describe and explain the function

al relations of facts, the correlation of which is with some 

background, looation or condition other than the geographi

oal one which is the chief correlation in the map. It may 

be so simple a thing as a chart for tabulating the same 

-facts under two categories, rather than under one category 

as is generally the case in statistical tables. One set 

of data may oonoern the age, occupation, training, etc., 

of individuals. These oategories would stand horizontally 

at the top of the chart. The other set of data may be con

cerning the sex, ,nationality, physical condition, etc., of 

these same individuals. These categories would stand ver-: 

tioally and to the right of the chart. The mere recording 

of facts by means of this chart points out a correlation and 
109 

sometimes an interpretation of these facts. 

108 - Riddell, W. A., Rural Survey of Turtle Mountain 
Distric~ Manitoba, Oanada. Frontice. 

1 ~ -cf."Vooational Education Survey of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota" ~lletin of The Bureau of Labor Statistios, TI'hole 
no. 199; ~cational series no. 1. 
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A much more detailed chart is one in which the funo

tional relation of a great number of agencies and institu

tions is represented by a diagram. Such diagrams, are, for 

the most part, of two types, namely; those drawn from a 
110 

single center like the ribs of a fan, and those drawn 

in a square or cirole in Whioh the major or more oomprehen

sive organization or ff!noy is represented at the top or 
surrounds all others. Eaoh of these types of oharts 

gives opportunity for a description of each agenoy and its 

funotion in the spaoe allotted to it. Suoh charts are lit

erally social blue prints of the community in action. They 

do more to bespeak the social situation to the oitizen of 

that community than the compilation of a hundred statisti

oal tables would do. 

Before we go further with the disoussion of the ex

hibit of findings, we should probably give some considera

tion to the technology of gathering facts. The first and 

easiest means of gathering these data employed was that of 

merely observing the situation and printing or delivering, 

so far as the observer was able, a verbal photograph of 

110 - Burr, W., "Community ';lelfare in Kansas". Exill
sion Bulletin No, 4, P 24, Kansas State Agricultural U011ige. 

III - White, E. V. and Leonard, W. E. "Studies in Farm 
Tenancy in Texas". Bylletin of the University of Texas., 1915; 
No. 21. P 117. 
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what was seen. This type of social description has played 

a very minor part in social surveying and is destined .to 

playa still more minor part in the future, except as it is 

absorbed into other types of survey technology. Following 

this perceptual and superficial method comes the question

naire. The questionnaire is almost a universal method of 

gathering data. It finds out the same facts that are ob

served by the method just cited, but it attempts to gather 

these facts from a great number of communities, or to ga

ther numerous facts in a particular community, and the re

sults are always answers to the same questions. The ques

tionnaire may be used to ascertain the exact number, quanti

ty or measurement of phenomena, or it may be used merely to 

find out and to tabulate what people think about these phe

nomena. It is used very extensively by the census bureau 

in making special investigations. 
112 

It has been used to size 

up great national problems, to find out the status of 
113 

certain categories of teaching in American Universities; 

to discover the educational status of certain groups of pro-

112 - Re'port of The Commission on Country Life, 
pp. 50 - 55. h 

113 - Bernard, L. L. "The Teaching of Sociology in t e 
United States" .Am~fican Journat of SOQ10l0fe' September 
1909 and "The Teac Ing of Socio Of in Soutern Colleges and 
Universities", ~lican Journal 0 Sooiolo€y, January 
1918, pp. 496 - • 
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114 
fessiona1 men; to tabulate the public sentiment of a co~ 

munity concerning certain institutions and movements of in-
115 

terest within that community; to make church and school 
116 

surveys. Probably the most extended and scientific inves-

tigation ever made by use of the questionnaire was that of 

scientific management by the late Professor Hoxie. Upon the 

findings of this questionnaire the author wrote a book of 

almost three hundred pages. This questionnaire, the find

ings of which formed the basis for all of Professor Hoxie's 

conclusions, contained seven hundred and seventy major ques

tions. Some of these major questions had as many as nine-
117 

teen sub-~estions. 

At the beginning of its development, the questionnaire 

was literally a correspondence survey. Lately, however, it 

has practically become also a surveyor's field book or sched

ule. The questions may be asked personally or indirectly, 

but the answers are recorded categorically. The value of 

the questionnaire depends upon the conciseness with whioh 

114 - Taylor, A. W., "The Eduoational Status of the 
Ministn- of The Disciples of Christ". 

115 - Taylor C. C •• "The Applioation of Inductive 
Methods in SOClal investigation".(Master's thesis, Univ.of Texas) 

116 - liielvin B. L. "A Rural Church Survey of Boon~ 
County Missouri. (Master's thesis 1 University of Missoburl).. 

i17 _ Hoxie, R. F., "Scientilio Management and La or • 
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the questions can be and are answered. If the answer oan 

be made absolutely affirmatively or negatively the tabula

tions are easily made. If the answers can be numerically 

made or if they can be weighted by the one answering them 

or by the questioner himself, they are that much more val

uable. 

The regular and complete survey · schedule is only a 

perfected questionnaire made to be used in personal inquiry. 

It can be fill~d out more accurately beoause the tabulator 

is always the same man. It generally asks suoh questions 

as t "How muoh"?, "How many"?, "When"? i. e., it seeks quan

titative.answers whioh oan be readily and quickly tabulated 

in small space. It may be utilized to gather data from 

any source - personal inquiry, personal observation, the 

census, records of sooial and civic organizations, books or 

other surveys. It gathers and tabulates every faot that 

the questionnaire does, and gathers and tabulates it in 

a much more ~antitative and aocurate way. All valuations 

are usually made by the same person, If they are not, all 

answers are set down under the same rules and in the same 

categories. Many times the categories need nothing but check 

marks in one or another place or different kinds of check 
118 

marks in a given place. The survey schedule is practical-

118 - Felton, R. A. t Study of a Rural Parish, P 7. 
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ly the "last word" in survey technology so far as gathering 

a comprehensive and composite body of data relating to a 

whole community is concerned. 

The survey sohedule is prepared to tabulate all the 

numerous questions to whioh the surveyor desires to obtain 

answers. These questions are first set down in great de

tail and separately. This is what Miss Riohmond oalls a 

questionnaire because it raises all the questions whioh the 
. 119 

situation might suggest. These numerous questions are 

then reduoed to types, and these types to schedules whioh 

may not ask questions at all but may be merely oategories 
120 

to be filled or oheoked. The oategories or sohedules un-

der which the data are gathered vary with the type of inves

tigations to be made and with the purposes of those inves

tigations. There are, however, in the composite survey 

quite definite and universal methods and teohnology. There 

are some schedules, for instance, whioh appear in praotioal

ly all surveys, especially all surveys that attempt to be 

comprehensive. The author has made a detailed study of 

eighty of these surveys, some of which are exceedingly spe

oialized and others of Whioh attempt to be oomprehensive. 

119 - Riohmond, Mary E., S~oial Di~osis, Chapter 20. 
120 - See Appendix to Chap er III, .101. 
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The frequent appearance of certain categories suggests the 

possibili ty. of developing a definite technology in social 
surveying. The schedules did not appear under these def-

inite headings. The author has made synthetic headings 

but has been very careful not to violate the class of data 

which appears under schedules of other names than those 

used here. The frequencies ran as follows: 

Social organization and school condition 44 

Community and civic organization 40 

Occupation 38 

Social and moral conditions 37 

Religious life and organizations 36 

Physi ography 32 

Heal th and sanitation 28 

Population 25 

Economic resouroes 22 

Reoreation 22 

Family conditions 21 

Homes (including housing) 19 

Home economy 14 

Age 12 

Means of communication 11 

Sex 9 

Nati onali ty 8 

Social classes 6 
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Needless to say, there were dozens of individual sohedules 

which appeared in different surveys. We have included no 

schedule which did not appear oftener than five times, i.e., 

in more than five different ones of the eighty surveys. 

Some of the sChedules were broken up into numerous sub-sched

ules, but were ultimately classified under the categories 

as we have detailed them.' In surveys for particular pur

poses one schedule would often oontain the major portion 

of the information, but the other schedules were considered 

necessary in order to get a complete appreciation of the 

general situation. A similar classifioation could be made 

of the schedules of speoifio types of surveys such as school, 

church or industrial surveys, which v{ould serve to show how 

well standardized and differentiated the technology has be

come in special fields also. If this were done, the per

centage of definite schedules would be much greater owing 

to the homogeneity of the surveys which had been chosen. 

Considered even as we bave analysed them here, however, it 

is quite apparent that there is developing a survey technol

ogy Which is destined to tell us muoh about the communities 

which have been studied Which we have not previously known. 

When we examine the published survey report, whioh is the 

nexus between the material facts and the community conscious

ness of those facts, we find a still more highly developed 

symbolry. Even the social blue print as we have called the 
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outline ohart, will not suffioe in this case, for there are 

many who care so little about the larger sooia1 facts of 

their community that they will not take the time to study 

such simple diagrams and charts as those described earlier 

in the chapter. The survey exhibit and report must be a 

photograph, so to speak, of the social situation if it is 

to challenge the attention of any but the most progressive 

citizens. The map ', the chart and the graph must each play 

its part in presenting facts and situations in such a way 

as to make comparative values and standards easily grasped. 

The degree to which this can be attained, is well illus-
121 

trated in, "A Graphic Summary of American Agriculture", 

which gives a complete reoord of the amount and distribu

tion of Amerioan farm produots for the year 1915. All data 

are presented in graph form. Two prinoiple forms are used, 

one of which is a map that is dotted with little black dots 

which literally cover some sections of the map and do not 

appear at all in other sections. A separate map is used for 

each type of product. The other chief form is a graph made 

of shaded lines or bars placed in horizontal or vertioal 

parallels so as to make comparison easy. This latter graph 

121 - 3mi th, M.; Baker O. E. and Hainswortlf..t. R. G., 
Year Book of Amerlcgn Agriculture, 1915, pp. 529-4U3. 
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is used in practically all survey reports, and is only one 

of a group of suoh representations. In some reports black 

squares are placed in comparison, in others a portion of 

a single square is colored or shaded to represent .a bodyof 

data or a social situation. Circles may be used, segments 

of whioh are colored eo as to force comparison. The plot

ted curve is a common method employed in the Survey as well 

as in statistics. 
122 

interwoven. 

In many cases a number of curves are 

ed in pyramids 

circles may be 

Mere blocks of a uniform size may be present

or other forms. Maps, bars, blocks and 

shaded to a greater or less degree. With-

in these maps, charts, blocks or circles may be inserted 

cartoons pioturing the thing which the graph is attempting 

to present. There are literally hundreds of these quanti

tative ways of expressing facts which make the facts under

standable to citizens and yet keep them approximately true 
123 

to the social situation as seen by the expert. Even 

the most subtle and subjective factors in community life 

are more completely gra~ped and fully appreciated when they 

are expressed in a graphic or some other quantitative way. 

The Oregon SooialHygiene Soci&ty has attempted to estimate 

122 - th! QtBye~~ ~Peeli Vol. 10, P 23. " 123 -0. 0 eeve and Survey alone presents 
sixty graphs of different kinds. 
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the relative value of its various methods of publicity and 

education by taking ttthe distribution of one circular, after 

a meeting" as a standard, i.e., with a value of 1, and then 

judging the comparative value of twenty-one other methods 

of publicity and education by this, the simplest one of 

the methods. Of course, such estimates are not as aoourate 

as inches and feet, ounces and pounds, but no one can doubt 

the value of such a procedure when he notes such statements 

as the following; "Attendance of one parent at a meeting - 7.3~ 

"Attendance o.f one teacher at conferenoe or lecture - 11.9", 

"One call at the advisory department - 17.4", "The placing 
124 

of one State Board of Health placard - 26.7". If these 

values do nothing more than impress upon the citizen the re

lative merits of the parts he can play in these twenty-two 

methods of publicity and education, they have accomplished 

more than would have resulted if no differential valuations 

had been attempted. 

The most highly developed technology for graphically 

presenting facts is a composite survey exhibit such as was 
125 

the Springfield Survey Exhibit. Such an exhibit not on-

ly uses all forms of quantitative and graphio presentation 

124 - "State Wide Eduoation in Social Hygiene", Social 
Hygien! Vol. II No.3. July 1916. 

~5 - See Appendix to Chapter III, pp. 132-133. 
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but adds the technology of the stage by dramatizing the find

ings 0 f the survey, pre sen t ing them to the communi ty from 

the platform. The Chicago Vice Commission did somewhat the 

same thing when it hired actors and actresses to impersonate 

people and interpret situations which the commission had re

vealed. The play, which was thrown upon the screen of one 

of the leading playhouses of Chicago, probably did more to 

apprise the community of the findings of the commission 

than did the published report. A Visual Instruction Ser

vice has recently been established by the General Welfare 

Department of the Indiana University Extension Division. 

Forty-two Pennsylvania organizations and thirteen outside 

the state have united in an eleven booth exhibit of "The 

Feeblemindedness Menace" under the auspices of the Penn-
126 

sylvania Public Charities Association. The Child Wel-

fare Committee, The Social Hygiene Society, The Interna

tional Harvester Company and a number of other organiza

tions are proving the value and use of Graphic and pictori

al exhibits. The Survey Magazine uses this technology con

tinually as a definite part of its method of presenting facts. 

Practically all publications use it more or less. Nothing 

proves its efficiency and power better than the newspaper 

. 126 - 1he Commc.nity Center. Vol. 2, No.2, P 16, 
Feb ruary, 19 8. 
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oartoon. 

The ultimate form of the survey exhibit will undoubt

edly include the ~geant. The pageant has been used a good 

while to represent historic faots, the evolution of situa

tions and ideas in literature. ,Reoently it has been used 

to present eduoational ideals, ideals of Amerioanization, 

ideals of food conservation, eto. The neoessity of driving 

home these ideas to all the population has demanded the use 

of this highly dramatio pieoe of teohnology. An equal neoes

sity of making the findings of a survey apparent to a commu

nity oould easily result in the effeotive use of the pageant 

as an exhibit for some great oomposite survey. When this is 

done, the community surveyed and the sooial workers and oiti

zens of the oommunity will for the first time see a sooial 

situation under the miorosoope. A oommunity in miniature 

will pass before their eyes in order that they may see the 

aotual interwoven, living tensions, foroes and faotors of 

,their oommon life even more distinotly than the expert in

vestigators saw it at the beginning of their investigation. 

When this stage is reaohed, as it surely will be, soienti

fio knowledge and sooial oonsoiousness will have become mu

tual oause and effeot, soientifio knowledge and sooial enter

prise will have beoome one, the sooial expert and the oommu

nity will have joined hands to solve their common problems. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER · III. 

~lis appendix atte~pts to demonstrate the several 

graphic methods which are used to represent co~~unity facts. 

Not all of these maps, charts, graphs and curves are clipped 

from actual survey reports, but all of them are from re

portsl the purposes of which are similar to survey reports. 

Hundreds of others might be presented, but these will 

serve to illustrate the differen~ methods of exact and 

quantitative representation of social facts. 

No questionnaires are presented because none were 

available in any other than very detailed form, and be

cause everyone is familiar with the simple methods of 

the questionnaire. Those being filled out by the men 

subject to draft in the American army are highly perfect. 

These graphic methods are presented in 8jK-groups: 

first, the statistical table; second, the outline map; 

third, the detailed outline chart; fourth,., lk 1;"'i='"'- ~~ 
Jl~;_ .. J- ~ ~~ ..; ; fi fth~.ittre!tJ;qllmrti~ ;ti ~r!lli .• .iIiO:fmm! II iH.e- ~. 

. . -' ~ ~A" oQI~"-
~1~"""""-~~ 

..... ; sixth, the surveY;f ~A No explanation is pre-

sented with the graphs. It is believed they are self

explanatory in the light of what has been said i n the 

body of Chapter III. 
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TABLE I 
PREPARATION OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS (WHITE) 

Kind, of Preparation 

Elementary School . 
Part High School . . 
Standard High School . 
Part Normal Course . . . 
Non·standard Normal Course . 
Standard Normal Course 
Part College. 
College 

Grand Total 

Number 

391 
634 

1,031 
82 

614 
148 
98 
65 

3,063 

ITABLE vn 

Per cent. 

12.7 
20 . 7 
33.7 
2.7 

20. 
4 .8 
3 .2 
2 . 1 

99.9 

Cumulative 
Per cent. 

12.7 
33 .4 
67.1 
69.8 
89.8 
94 .6 

' 97.8 
99 .9 

CHlU>RPI UNDEJ( AGE,NORHAL AGE Nl1> OVD. AGl 

Total 
Number in Each Grade in Percent In Each Grade 

ICirad.. UrtdCT Az. .. OwrAne 
eac.h 

hinder Aoe Nonnal Aoe Grade Nomoi A ... Over Aoe 
I 4- 1579 2439 140n ~9 . 3 GO." 

II 11 354 -~t7E> Z .... 1 ~4 13.9 85.7 
OJ 33 3'1 16Z6 liZ 1.5 1 . 6 H . 7 
IV 3(, Z9(, 1707 2039 I . R 14.5 83. 7 
V 31 Z46 1549 ISlE> 1.7 13. 5 84.8 

}{ 48 1(,4 1170 382 3 . 5 11.6 84. 
VII 40 72 887 099 3 . " 15. 7 80. 7 
VIn ~ 1(.4 1OS2 8% 5.6 18.3 7&. 1 

IX 41 39 +89 "'9 -';.1 ZO.8 73 . 1 
lC 40 10 37' 50 7.7 20.2 72 . 1 

_XI '<l 114 2 I 38' 7. 8 21. 9 7C.3 
-Xfl 10 23 zc, '9 17. 39. .... 
Total 374 %77 13.599 IT.''~O t .t 20. 6 77. 

t.rABLE V 

AGEJ AND G1VJ)E.J or CHIJ.DIIpIIN TIll Clm3 

Aca.J 

i 
.. 0 t • ·1· t : t .! ! 2 2 .! 1I ! ~U Total .. - ... ;. i! t:: r-s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Gr~' ... to-
I~l .. ~ 1. .. 2 !:! ~ :! !:; ~ \) .. ... 
14 5 ", 3 

S 411 ~ 1" 89 '7 9 2~1 

ill ' • SUI 18 98 0 II 
tv 9 • 1 39 
V t >0 3" 1M • , Z3 I 18l • 
VI 48 301 2<: .9 g 138t 

(, 5~ 300 1 3 109 
Z 8 2 , , 

0 85 n , 
2 119 9 8 

22 S3 
t 9 Z 59 

I~u ... 1590 ~ 191" \9J() lM8 KoBS .. 1598 171 1358 -'JOO 408 ~'I tot 1'11,50 
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lhl.tive Distribution in tile United St.'h!5 of C~ttle Otherthan 04'T'Y COWS 
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STATES ARRANGED IN DECREASING ORDERI 

STATE ACRES 1910 STATE A CRES 1910 STATE 

I Tu ... 112,435,067 Ga . .. . 26,953.4 13 Va . .•. 
K.n •.. 43,384,799 S. Dak . 26,0 16,892 Mich •. 
Nebr •• 38,622,021 Ohio o. 24,IOS,708 P • . • • . 

I Mo ••• 34,591,248 N. c. .. 22,439,129 Mill . .. 
! Iowa • • 33,930,688 Ky ... • 22,189, 127 Ark ..• 
1 111 .••• • 32,522,937 N.V .. . 22.030,367 Monl •. 

Oklo .. 28.859.353 Ind .••. 21,299,823 Colo •. 
N. Dak. 28.426,650 Wi •... 2 1,060,066 S. C .. : 
Cal ... 27,93 1,444 Ala ... 20,732,3 12 Wuh . 
Minn .• 27,675,823 Tenn •. 20,04 1,657 Orq .. 

LAND 

ACRES 191 0 

19.495,636 
18,940,6 14 
18,586,832 
IS.557,533 
17,416.075 
13,545,603 
13,532,11 3 
13,512,028 
11 .712.235 
11.685,110 

EACH DOT REPRESENTS 
25,000 ACRES 

ACTUAL. AREA COVERED BY jHE 

1lO FARMS. ACRUGE 
( Ctmtinll~ ) 

STATE ACRES 19 10 

N.Mex.. 11 ,270,021 

i 

I 

• 

la . ... 10.439,481 , 
W. Va.. 10,026,442 
Wyo... 8.543,010 
Me . • . • 6,296,859 . 
Maho . . 5,283,604 
FI" . . • . 5,253.538 
Md • . • • 5.063.203 . 
VI... . . 4.663,577 

~.!~: : : ~:~:~::~: ; 
M"...... 2.875,94 1 I 
Nev.... 2.7 14.757 
N. J.... 2.573,857 I 

Conn. .. 2.185,788 I 

~;IZ. : : : ~:~;::~~ I 
R. I . . .. 443.308 : 

~:~t::: :~~:~~:~ I 
u. s. . . . 878,798.325 

.... 
o 
~ 



CORN EACH DOT REPRESENTS 
500,000 BUSHELS 
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WISCONSIN CHEESE IS .SHIPPED DIRECTLY 1'0 EVERY STATE IN THE 
UNION 

The size of the dot indicates the relati,'e "",ollllt s hipped to ea,ch stnte. 

PE.RCE.NTAGt. 
O~ 

TE.NANCY 
AMONG fORflGN BORN 

WHITE.. fARMERJ 
COUI1T1L::> HAVlMG u.:,:> THAN 10 

f'ORtIGN 00Rtf WHITE. fARMER~ NO'\' INDICATED 

Figure XIX 
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FIGURE 2. COMMmnTY SOCIAL SURVEY IN THE VILLAGE 

AI?E THERE Too 
MANV CHURCH[S7 
ATYPICAL (ASC III THE HIAI1T 
0, 'IJS'UII • ..(::I:l~ 

'J'he ~quures til the ('cnter antI in the Ul)per right huud eo!'ucr co\'er 
towns In which there are 24 churche". NOlie of these Hre cuunted as rural 
churches tbough . they serve 1\ ("ollKhleruhle radius aroulld the towns. 
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8 \VISCONSIN CIRCULAR 29 

FIGURE 1. COMMU:-<ITY SOCIAL SURVEY IN THE OPEN COUXTRY 

KEY: <> Small open square .. ••. •... .. ..... A home occupied by ownpr 

4> Small square with diagonal. .... . A home occupied by renter 

® White ring in circle ............... The corporation of Academy 

Star ....................... . ....... Women's club 

White circle .•........•.......... ,. The Grange 

Black circle ... ... . ....... .. . ... ... . Library Association 

Two white bars ............. ....... Womeo·s fraternal order 

White square in circle ............ The Academy 

One white bar ... ...... . ........... Dairy Association 

White cross .. . ............. . ...... A religious society 

Triangle ....... . ................... Men·s fraternal ordcr 

Dotted area at center. the village 

The line of symbols attached to a home showg what organizations have memb<>r· ' 
ship in that home. A symbol repeated means another organization of the same sort. 
Only one symbol for any number of persons belonging to sante orlranization from one 

'home. 



THS DETJ~ILED O'JTLIITE C ~I.ART. 
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• 

24 

PL4NOF CONDUCTING 
COMMUNITY WeLF,q'AE r:7C77V177.Eo 

IN LOCAL RUR4L COMMUIYITlE.5IN 
ff4N.:54.:5 

11"14/vS,&:l,5 OT/ITE r:7GR/CULTUR~ Ca.LEGE 

RURt4L SERVICE DCP~TMENT 
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RELATION5HIFS IN COUNTY-AGENT-WORK 

• '" ' 
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- FEDERAL REGULATIONS-

U.S.D.A. STATECOllEGf 
~TATE RELAlIOIIS 

SERVICE) 
SUPEJM$lOll-fi 

INSTRUCTION 
fiNANCES 
SUPfRV .. 'ON 

STATE ,:aLl=:&!! 
ADVICE 
DI"EtTICIN 
SERVICE 

COUNTY 
~--~ ~----~ 

PUBUC. 
SCHOoLS 

fAIRS 

CO~NTY 
COnn(SIONERj· 

OtRECTlON 

ORCANIZATIONS 

ruSC. 
Clues A~l£S 

-ACtEPTED PRACTICES lIPID PRINCIPLES-
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By way of illustration, Figure XXXI shows in diagram form 

RECORD OF CHANGE5 IN THE VALUE OF A TYPICAL 
TRACT OF LAND AS SHOWN BY TRAN,5F£R.5. 

1897 

1898 

1899 

1900 

1901 

1902 

1903 

19O-f. 

1905 

1906 

1907 

1908 

1909 

1910 

19/1 

1912 

191.3 

ELLI.5 COUNTY 

1 2,5.3A. SOLD @ Ii +0 PER ACRE 1 

1 2,5.3A.@ $SZ.A. 1 
... 

ISO@,$601 

153@$561 L 100@ $161 JISO@$551 

1 100@ ,$70 1 

150@$981 

153@$981 

1 1003 @#1I6 1 
t t 

153 @ #/"<31 ISO@$IZ5 1 
t t t 

1,53@ $/~51l3o-$1Z411 %.0- $13::1. - 100 1 
I i-

f 
~I 120@ $1.,.2 1150@$IS" 1 f 

i-I I L _____ L ___ _________ ----PO@$1591 

I 
133 ACRES 

Con!1olidated in One Ownership 

/897 

IlJ98 

1899 · 

1900 

1901 

1901. 

1903 

190+ 

1905 

1906 

1907 

1908 

1909 

1910 

1911 

/912. 

191.3 



QUAUTITATIVE SY'r,'IBOLS OF MEASUREMEnT. 
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50% 

2.00{0 
Dispos.ition ot the Gross ~eve"ue ot the asu Tele

phone 5,.,." for the Yl!Ntr I'It 
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FIG. 8 

P£I:..CENT OF CHILDR/:lf OF HIGH SCHOOL AGE (/:5-18) IN SCElooL 

WHITE COLORED 

PIG. , 

PREPAlJ'oTION a ELE:MllNT~ AND SPECIAL TEACIlW( COLOfPj 
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fiNANCIAL STRENGTH AS INDICATED 
BY PROPERTY RENDITIONS TO 

THE TR AVIS COUNTY TAX ASSESSOR 1915 

Wealth per capita popu Iation in jIusiin Wealth ~r capt1a llOPulation in area ~ 

AMOUNT EXPENDED fOR· SCHOOL MAIN
TENANCE fOR EACH $100 OF WEALTH 

jl"ustin jHl rural schooh in Travis County 

jlustin is con tributing morv than nine times as much from each '\00 of 
lJInlth for Public School maintentnCt' as the rural 5Chools of 'frs.is County 

l 
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FIG. 10 

PER...CENT OF OVEIY.GE P(JP[L~ 

BEHIND THEIR. GRJU)ES 

LES,S TIlAJ'l tYIt.. 1G-tYU t",.H~\. 'f;+lIJ4~u! 
El.EMENTARY'~1 =....:.:.::.:Jt.:...:..:..:::l:.-.,.t.k\\l\m'T:\\\..;;~\\~/;,S\\~~\\;;...~mT~\J' ~_ 

HIGHSCKOOL I ' &\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\1' ' &i 
COMBfNED I IK\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\' I ... 

pu.ClNT 0 10 ZO :10 .0. :10 (,Q 70 IR $(I toO 

Diagrams Showing Expenditures and the Amount of Work 
Done for Five Years 

Expenditures 

1911-12-$ 6,000 ~~~~~~~~~iiiiiE~---. 1912-13- 12,400 
1913-14- 15,400 
1914-15- 10.!J00 
1915-16- 11,600 

Work 
Units 

1911-12-426.000 ~~~~~~~~~5~~======~-. 11>12-13-810.000 
1913-14-935.000 
1914-15-471,000 
1915-16-493,000 

FIG. 9 
P~CENT OT C/l1U>R1N IN EACH GR,All£ O~ AGE 

GRNlE5 ! J: l£ !l Y Ie W Elf Jr ::x: 1C lIT TOrAL 

I' 90 

110 

50 

400 

0 

f-

f-

f-

f-

'-

-

L- '- L-

I-

L- l- I- l- I- I- L- L- L- L-

lThe "normal" child in this sense is the child who is in Grade I when 
he is six years old and thereafter advances at the rate of one grade every 
year. 
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LAND IN CROPS, IMPROVED LAND AND 
LAND IN FARMS 

1909 
MILLION:; or ACRtS IN CFlOPS - R peRCeNTAG( IN CROPS -MILLIONS OF'ACR£.S IN IMPROV(OL,ANO_ STATES A STATES PeRCENTAGE: IN IMPROV(O L .... N 0 --MILLIONS OF' ACRES IN fARMS .- N P[RC(NTAG£. O F' LAND AREA IN fARMS -=:v;; 

" " " !O " K " !O " " " " !O " '" 
" 

T[XAS I IOWA 

KANSAS , OHIO 

N[BRASKA , INDIANA. 

MISSOURI 4 ILLINOIS ,-, 
IOWA. , K£.NTUCK't , 
ILliNOIS • KANSAS , 

; 
OKLAHOMA 7 DELAWARE 

NORTH DAKOTA 8 MARY LAN 0 " 

CALIrORNIA , veRMONT , 
MIN N (SOTA 10 NtBRASKA , 

GE:ORG'A. " MISSOURI. 

sourH DAKOTA " VIRGINIA 

OH'O " TEN N (55[[ 
I 

NORT,", CAROLINA " NORTH CAROLINA , 
KENTUCKY " N(W YORK , 
NEW YORK 16 GtORGIA , 
INDIANA 17 SOUTH CAROLINA , 
WISCONSIN 18 CONNCCTICUT 

AL.ABAMA. " TeXAS 

T(NN[SS[[ 20 P[NNSYlVANIA 

VIRGINIA " RHODE ISLAND , 
MICHIGAN 22 OKLAHOMA , 
P£,NNSYLV ANIA 2J weST VIRGINIA , 
MISSISSIPPI 24 MISSISSIPPI 

ARKANSAS " NORTH DAK OTA 

1::= MONTANA " ALABAMA 

COLORACO " WISCONSIN , , 

. ~~ 
SOUTH CAROL.INA " NEW HAMPSHlti( 

WASHINGTON " ,.U.SSACHUS(TTS 

OREGON 30 NEW JERSEY 

'=' 
N(W M[XICO " MINN[SOTA 

, 

=: LOUISIANA " SOUTH DAKOTA 

weST V I RGINIA " ARKANSAS 

e-zz:B WYOMING " MICHIGAN c_ 
MAINE " LOUISIANA :::l 

;; IDAHO " MAINE r:::r 
flOR I DA " CALifORNIA 

1- MARYL.ANJ> " WASHINGTON ~ ~ I: V(RMONT .. COLORADO 

UU,H " OREGON =: ~ I'" NEW HAMPSHIRE: " fLORIDA 

: MASSACHUS(lTS " MONTANA I!C b 
N (VADA " NEW ME X ICO 

~ ~ : NEW J£.RS(Y " WYOMING 

CONNeCTICUT " IDAHO := • ARIZONA 46 UTAH 

DeL.AWARE: " N [VADA OJ 

RHOOE: ISLAND " ARIZONA 

<in .\pn l.- Tlw b lark ~()c tion of the har Trpresrnts lhc aTr[1 of th (\ land in ('rop ~; th(, hb,rk f' ('C't ion plll" 
OW (TOSS lifl('(l St'CtiOIl, the an'a of impro\'('d laud; atHl tlw c 1Itire \Ja r, ttl('. an-a of bntl in f:lrlll s . 
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TO ANY HICIf JCtfOOL I" rH~ COVIYTY 

LYONS 
I 

FIG. 7.-HIGH SCHOOL COMMUNITIES IN WALWORTH COUNTY. 
WISCONSIN 

Notice the fact that the trade-center high school is used by farmer and villager 
alike; that there are wide farm-land areas making no use of the high school. Com
pare with township areas. 
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I1LLAGC OR CITY CCNTCR _l1rnLlIITCo WITN CN/JRCtfC~ '" ONC CCNTO' 

12'2'@ /vnLlATm WITtf Clf/JRCNC~ IN TWO UNTCRJ D I1rnLiATlO WIT!f CilJROIlJ ¥I TNl canrtrY (JIrOl/TJI/){ ,_rr 
FIG. 6 .-VILLAGE- on CITY-CHURCH COMMUNITIES 

Although many churches of the county are in the open country. a significant per
centage of farm homes is affiliated with the village or city churches. forming real 
church communities. The township lines are shown. 



THE CARTOON GRAPH. 
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Di~pOfJaion of ill f.sm' ~ Tncome '* fro", 
~o~"'ooo 



fLIES ANO eA!lIE!!> DEATH~ 
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• D', ... ;~T'·"i D ..... , 
.-Ca.c &\ TYI'" .. ,4 

"jj'''''<nine 1..'""-: 
COft'n.ct C.,AC' 'ft 

CIne .. __ ... - t .... O\'J 
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COl'l1pariSOll of the Torelli Amount of 'J:~lsht Service on the Railroada ot 
the UrtitlJd Stdte6'In 1899 .nci in 19I1 

1099 

IZ',t61,ooqOOOTonS 

Comp"fl5OI1 of -the Total A mOllnT dt Freight Service oFt ihe 'Railroads or 
1M United Stcltes'ln 1899 ~l\I'i'i1 "" 



THE SURVEY SCHEDULE 
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.. 

CHILD WELFARE SURVEY 
--- ............ ... _-_ ...... .. ----_ ... .. ........ .............. ---............... .......... .......... .. . 

· · ··· · ···· · ·N·~·;;;~··~)Tp~~·~~·i~··(·B·~~~·~· :· j~h~ ·~~d··M·~~;:j ·· · · ····· ··· ·ii·~~iored. mark with X Street address 

Number of children born to family ................ Number now Iiving ........ ........ Number which died before birth .. ... ...... .... . 

In School? D C h'ld W k? What disease. ha. 
oe. I or child had? If death 

Yes N(J Grade Occupation Waale resulted state cause 
Children Under IS Yrs. of AQ 

Name Yra. Mos. 
Name of Doctor at Birth 

Mother's age ............ Age at birth of first child .. ......... . Present occupation ...... .. .... ..... .............................. Wage ..... .................. . 

How are children cared for in mother's absence? .... ........ .... .... .. .. ..... ..... ...... .. ............. ... ....................... .. ........... .... ... ...... : .. ...... . . 

Occupation of father .. .... ............... ........... ...... ... .............................. ......... W age ............ ...... ..... ........ ........ ............ ..... ........... .. ..... .. ... . 

Name of family physician ... ...... ..... ....... ......... Name of father's employer ... .. ........... .............. Of mother·s ... ... .. ....... ............ . 

Has family ever received charity? ... .... .... ..... ....... From what source? .. ...... ..... .. .... ....... .... .. .. ... ....... ...... .. ...... ...... ........ ..... ... ...... . 

Where do the children play? ....... .... .. ....... ............... .. ........ ........................... .... .. ... .. .. .. ............ .... .... .. .... ..... ... ... ... ... ..... ..... ............ .. . 

Have any of the children ever been delinquent? ....................... ...... .. What offense? ....... .... ..... .. ... .... ......... .... ..... .......... ....... .. . 

----------

HOUSING SURVEY SCHEOUl.~ 1 .. • ApPROACH TO HOUSE 

St. & No ............................................ . Name of rtsident .............................................................. . 

A THE HOUSE: Wood, stone, brick, shack No. stortys ........................ Porch-G.F.B. Back 
porch-G.F.B. Chimney-G.F.B. ,8pouting'-G.F.B. Roof-G.F.B. Paint-G.F.B. Fire 
escape... .................. Yard sidewalk. ... G.F.B~ .. 

B STREET: Paved, sur/aced, dirt. Electric ~~rvi~e .................. Telephone service ........ ........... . 
Distance to fire plug........................ StreeHidewalk.;":GrF.B. . 

C LOCATION: Fac~ street .................. Alley ..................... Above or below street level. Water 
drain toward or away from house ...................... .. 
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HOUSING SURVEY SCHEDULE II--INSIDE THE HOUSE 

A ROOMS: No ...................... List rooms by use ......................•.......................•.................................. 
... . ......... ........... ................ c ............................................................ . . .......... : ......... What rooms can't 
be reached without going thru bedroom ..................................................... , ..... Use other than 
sleeping to which bedrooms are put....................................... Beds per room ......................... .. 
Kitchen and Din. room separate .......... : ....... Conditions of floors .................. Walls pap~red, 
painted, neither. poes water enter thru rooL ...................... From surface ........................... . 

B HEATING. LIGHTING. VENTILATION: No. rooms heated ..................... 'Furnace, stove, grate. 
Condition of flue .................. Cracks around doors.: ................ windows ..... _._ ............ panes 
misslOg .................. No. rooms without windows ..................... Use .. : .................. Family sleep 
with windows op~n ..................... Any open now ..................... Light: gas, electricity, oil. Is 
house dark now ..................... Cross ventilation ............... _ .... Have a telephone ...................... .. 

C PLUMBING: No. of sinks .................. barh tubs ..................... indoor lavatories. Water flush-
G.B. Lavatory ventllated-G.F.B. Connected with city sewer, cess pool. Plumbing leak 
............... where ......................................... . 

. ' 

o BASEMENT: Earth, brick, stone, cement. Damp, wet, dry. Dues overflow enter .............. . 
No. windows ..................... Used for storage, fuel, hving room, sleeping room ................... .. 

E OCCUPANTS: No. families .................. dwellers .................. lodgers.: ......... _ ..... Children under 
12 ............... Over 12 ............ Family income ................. Years lived here ...... _._ ....... Expect 
to live here next year ............... Why ........................................ _ ....... : .................................... _ ... .. 

- • • _ 00 __ ' • •• _ .. __ .... ~ _ _ _ 

HOUSING SURVEY SCHEDULE lII--OUTSIDE THE HOUSE 

A YARD: Size of lot .......... ~ ....... Percent cove~ed by buildings .................. Low, grassy, ' bare, 
littered up ................ .. 

B OUTHOUSES: Stable.................. Distance from house.................. Privy ............ :..... Distance 
from house .................. connected with sewer ............... : .. full .................. screened ................ .. 
. water tight box .................. windows .................. how often cleaned ........................................ .. 

C . WATER SUPPLY: City water.. ............. Indoor hydrant.. ................ Outdoor hydrant.. ............ . 
Used by how many families ................. WelL ......... ... Distance from house .................. from ' 
barn .................. from privy .................. Does water drain into it.. ............. walls tight.. ............ . 
how covered ........................ condition of cover--G.F.B. Cistern .................. · filter ................. . 
leaky ................. . 

D SEWAGE: Sewer line in street.. ................... house attached ..................... trapped .................... . 
E ~LUDGE:' How kept.. ................... how disposed of.. .................... how often ............................ .. 
F GARBAGE: How kept.. ................ how dispused of.. ............. , ..... · how often .. ........................... . 
G RUBI~H; Wh.:re are tin cans. etc. placed: ........... ~ ......................................... Where are ashes 

kept .................... : .......................... how disposed of. ............................. Manure pile ................. . 
how disposed of ........................................ _ ... how often ......................................................... ~ ..... .. 

H A~IMALS: Horses, cows, pigs, chickens Where kept.. .......................................................... .. 
I HOUSE: Owner of house ..................... Value $ ........................ Tax assessment $ .... : ........... .. 
R~t paid $ ......................... .. 



LAST NAME 0 .. PUPIL 'IRST NAME I ADDRESS I BOROUGH 
EVENINQ SCHOOL 

HOW OLD WERE YOU ON YOUR LAST BIRTHDAY? IN WHAT COUNTRY WERE YOU BORN? HOW MANY YEARS HAVI: YOU BEEN IN THE UNITED STATES' 

IN WHAT COUNTftV WAS YOUR FATHER BORN? ARE YOU MARRIED OR SINGLE? HOW OLD WERE YOU WHEN YOU BEQAN SCHOOL? 

DID YOU GRADUATE FROM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL? WHAT GRADE WERE YOU IN WHEN YOU LEFT? HOW OLD WERE YOU WHEN YOU LE'T? 

IN WHAT SCHOOL 010 YOU ATTE.ND FIRST GRADE? IN WHAT SCHOOL DID YOU ATTEND 'IFTH GRADe? 

IN WHAT SCHOOL DID YOU ATTEND SECOND GRADE? IN WHAT SCHOOL DID YOU ATTEND SIXTH GRADE? 

IN WHAT SCHOOL DID YOU ATT£NO THIRD GRADE? IN WHAT SCHOOL DID yOU ATTEND SEVENTH GRADE? 

IN WHAT SCHOOL 010 YOU ATTEND FOURTH GRADE? iN WHAT SCHOOL DID YOU ATTEND EIGHTH GRADE., 

WHAT DAY HIGH SCHOOLS HAVE YOU ATTENDED., 

DID YOU GRADUATE F'ROM A DAY HIGH SCHOOL., HOW MANY YEARS DID You ATTE:NO? HOW O LD WERE yOU WHEN YOU LEFT? 

NAME IN ORDER BELOW ANY OTHER SCHOOLS ATTENDED SUCH AS PUBLIC EVENING SCHOOLS, TRADE SCHOOLS, BUSINESS SCHOOLS, ART SCHOOLS, OR ANY OTHEI! 

NAME 0" SCHOOL 

a 

WHAT IS THE BUSINESS OF' THE rlRM 
"OR WHICH Yeu NOW WORK? 

WHAT TIME DO YOU BEGIN 
WORK IN THE MORNING' 

STATE HOW LONG AND 

WHEN YOU ATTENDED 

NAME ALL COURSES, DEPARTMENTS. TRADE CLASSES OR OTHER CLA.SI:S 

WHICH YOU ATTENDED IN EACH SCHOOL 

WHAT WORK DO YOU 
00 FOR THIS "IRM? 

HOW MANY MINUTES DO YOU 
HAVE FOR LUNCH AT NOON? 

WHAT TIME DO YOU STOP 
WORK IN THE EVENING? 

IF OUT OF WORK 

AT PRESENT 

t _WHAT WAS THE BUSINESS OF' THE "'RM ,.OR WHICH YOU LAST WORKED? 

) WHAT WORK DID YOU DO FOR THIS FIRM? HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN OUT 0' WORk., 

_UBJECTS WHICH YOU 
ARE NOW STUDYING IN 
THIS EVENING SCHOOL 1ST HOUR 

COM,.ITTiE 0 '. WOMEN ' S WO RK-FQRM If 'IQ E'IENINQ S';'Hoo :.. a 

20 HOUR DATE O~ FILLINQ OUT THIS CARD 

LIBRARY luREAU Nl 0.i06" •• 



PEORIA HOUSING INVESTIGATION I NVESTIGATOR ______________ _ 

STREET No. WARD 

BUILDING 
• Front-Rear Brick-Frame 

OWNER 
Repair, G-F- B 

FEET TO NEXT BLDG. 
Per cent. occupied by bldlrl. 

FIRE CONDITIONS 

ASHES 

BLOCK 

Del.-Semi Det.-Row 

AGENT 

Rh,hl-Left 

GARBAGE 
Ho .. kepi 

YARD 

SEWER 

Coverea can 

DATE 

No. SIYI.-Cel-Baa. 

LOT 
Width-Deplh 

In Streel-Contd . 

Ho" disposed of Nuisance 

How kept Ho" dilpoaed of None 

Size In Fl. 

YARD TOILETS 

VAULT 
Acce .. to flies 

OUTBUILDINGS 

None 

Dr,-Swamp, RUBBISH. Fr.-S.-M.-Nu. WEEDS. None-Many GARDEN. Yel-No. 

Repair, G.-F.-B. Clean, D.-F.-Nu. Ft. frOID house Door lock No. Compll. No. Seall No. fam. uaina 

CESSPOOL 
Full-Ie .. half-full-overfull Yel.-No. Covered Overftowina Dill. from hou.e Danaer contamination 

U .. Storace-atablea ... cbickens Clean. D.-F .-Nu Repair. G .-F .-B. Manure accessible to flin 

__ ~H~O~U~S~E~D~R~A~'N~~~--~~~~~~----------~~~~--------V~E~RT'CALPIPES~ ____ ~_=--~~~------------~=_~~--~~ 
Espoaed-Obotructed-Leak Cellar Condo Soil, Espo.ed - Leak Waite, Esposed-Leak 

No. ROOMS 
. Rent Income 

OTHER ROOMS 
Window Space Sunshine 

Repair, G.-F.-B. Clean, D.-F. No. Fam. Ulin .. 

CELLAR BATH WALLS 

INHABITANTS 
Father-mother-children-boarde .. 

Heal Ventilation 

I NSIDE TO'LETS=-________ =-__ ~-:7--C"--:.,--~--:- =-__ ---;-____________________ __ 
None, Location, hall-apt-eel Trapped 

WATER SUPPLY 
Yd-Cel-Hali-Kitchen Faucel-Pump Adqt. 

PA"LOR KTCHN FOR SLP'NG 

Ace of Children Tuberculosis 
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Floor plan of The Springfield Survey Exhibition-" One Way" Exhibition-Follow the ArroW'S 

un 

An Effective Exhibition of a Community Survey 

RECR EATION 

"-' ~-~ .... -. -... 
'., 

A SCHOOL PLAYGROUND AS IT MIGHT BE 

The model of a school playground was made from a plan included in the recreation survey. suggesting 
a use of the grounda of one of the Springfield schools. High school classes prepared the model. which wa. 
worked out to scale with most careful attention to every detail. 



Sprin&roeld apparently has ~t hand 

an adequate supply 

~.,. ~f J;re Joun~ate~ 

SOME NEEDS· 
CD To test for possible a d ditional 

y ield and to deve lop 
.1 8rea ter reserve 

.. 0 To absokJtely e lim inate 
• .. possib ility -of pum ping 

p olluted r ive,.. w a ter 

® To incr e a se d istribution .to ser ve 
30~o( lg Ward restdenls and 20% o( 
6~Ward who c annot no .. get cit y water 

@ To supply fun ds for the '; 1de~mp/m.n1 
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SEW"ERS ORWATER 
OR BOTH LACKING 

THREE P ,\\"ELS 1:\ TIlE HEALTH EXHIBIT 

One of the m ost serious evils brOllf ht out in the hea hh surve y wa s th e la ,' k of se wers and of city wate r 
in ma ny pa rts of the city. Four ma ps of Sprin gfi clf l were pr e<:en t r d s :lOwin g the la rge areas where the 
sewers and the city wa te r are lackin g, These maps made a s tr iking exhibit, the bl ack a reas in d icating built -up 
parts of the city lacking these very necessa ry services. 

A PLEA FOR WIDER USE OF SCHOOLS AND CJIl.j;<CHES 

This miniature street shows a vaudeville theatre, a saloon · with a dance hall above, a pool room, a 
church, a school and a moving.picture show. The places of amusement were brilliantly lighted. The school 
and the church were da rk. The small buildings were cleverly constructed of cardboa rd and attractively 
colored. This device, like many of the othe rs, represents local volunteer work done under the direction of 
Walter Storey, who designed the exhibits. 



o ILA: PTE R I V 

THE SOCIAL SURVEY AND THE SCIENOE OF SOCIOLOGY 

The degree of exactness which any science attains 

depends almost whol~y upon the technique and technology 

with which that science works. The social scienoes are 

the least exact of all the scienoes beoause they have a 

greater poverty of exact technology than other sciences. 

Their technology is meager and undeveloped because the 

phenomena which they seek to measure and report are the 

most complex known. It is not the complex but the simple 

facts out of which science is built. Any faot is simple 

that can be measured. Any body of faots that can be meas

ured can be tabulated. From any body of faots that oan 

be tabulated laws can be formulated. But the sooial faots 

are difficult to measure and thus sooial laws are hard to 

formulate. The reason why the facts out of whioh science 

is built must be simple is that they must be observed to 

re-appear in the same outward form many times. We can 

not assert the re-appearanoe of a fact, however, unless we 

oan in some way subject that fact to measurement, or at 

least to quantitative representation. The re-appearance of 

social facts is just as necessary for the formulation of a 

scientific law in the sooial sciences as the re-appearance 

of biological faots is for the formulation of a law in 

- 134 -
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zoology. That social facts do not seemingly, or even ac

tually, re-appear as frequently as do the facts of the so

called exact sciences is due to the fact that they are in

fluenced by neither few nor well defined circumstances. 

This irregularity of circumstances has not kept the social 

scientists from drawing generalizations, however, and to 

draw generalizations concerning facts is literally to de

mand a faith or trust in the re-appearance of those faots, 

i. e., to demand a belief that these facts are obeying a 

law. It is imperative that the sooial soiences win for 

themselves the aoceptance of their generalizations as trust

worthy, for a faith in such trustworthiness has almost as 

much to do with converting a body of knowledge into sci

ence as has an established method of analisizing pheno~ 

ena or an adequate set of working tools. 

The faots with which the social scientist works are 

not only complex, but more confusing still, they are liv

ing and oonscious. For this reason they are often appar

ently unstable for any long period of time. The exact 

scientist works under no suoh handicap. The nerve cell of 

a crayfish, whioh the zoologist observes, can neither de

ny the zoologist's observation nor be influenoed by what 

men say about it. Human beings, which the sociologist 

observes, talk and through their talk they may destroy 

the trust which one would otherwise put in the observation. 
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Furthermore the aotivities of men and groups of men may be 

so thoroughly influenoed by other men as oompletely to 

ohange their behavior and thus upset the re-appearanoe of 

the sooial faot of whioh they are a part or the whole. Few 

oommunities and no men are the same today that they were 

ten years ago. People believe and in faot know this and 

so refuse to trust the generalizations of the sooial soi

entists. So long as this is true the sooial soienoes oan 

not olaim to be soienoes at all for they are reporting 

observations and experienoes that are not aooepted. The 

sooial soientist is often further embarrassed by the neo

essity of submitting his observations to the individuals 

or groups whom they oonoern most vitally. Any refusal on 

the part of these individuals or grpups to aooept the ob

servation as oorreot may seem to explode the faot itself, 

or at least may destroy the trust in the observation and 

thus in the body of soienoe of whioh the observation is des

tined to beoome a part. The investigator in the exaot soi

enoes has no suoh trouble. The oold figures with whioh he 

must oorrelate his newly observed faot oannot refuse admis

sion to the new member. Eleotrons, ions, atoms and mole

oules, the phenomena of the physioal soi enoes, do not t alk 

and think. Men and oommunities, the phenomena of the sooial 

soienoes do. 
Does the faot that the human raoe has developed a vo-
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cabulary and that men explain their actions by actnal or 

averred motives back of their behavior deny that they do 

act or deny that we can know anything about their acts? 

Does it even assert that their actions are fortuitous? Cer

tainly men act and their acts - whether with or without 

motives - are objects of observation. There ·is nothing in 

all the world about which we know so IJ!Uch ' .. as we do about 

the phenomena of human society. Furthermore, if many of 

these phenomena are fortuitous it is because fortui tous 

phenomena are, by definition, only those phenomena whose 
127 

laws we do not know. By this definition many social 

phenomena are fortuitous, i.e., we have not formulated 

and so do not know their laws. This statement reveels 

the crux of the whole social science problem. The soci-

al sciences have not developed laws. The exact scien-

ces have. One reason why sociology, for instance, has 

never developed laws is because sociologists have never 

learned the value of measurement. Not that there is neces

sarily anything scientific in mere measurement, but it is 

~easurement which affords us the means by which it can be 

determined whether we have the persistent re-appearance 

and uniformity of phenomena. If this be true the first task 

of the social sciences is to develop a system of technology 

127 - Poincare, H., The Foundations of Science, P. 395 
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by which they oan reduoe variations to the minimrim and by 

thus doing produoe uniformity. When they have done this 

they will have taken a very definite step in the direotion 

of the methods of exact science which only demands that the 

variations be slight or the uniformity be relative. The 

question as to whether the social 8oienoes, desiring as 

muoh as they do to beoome soientifio, care to become "sci

ence for science sake" should not obscure the issue. Even 

if they always want to make the immediate application of 

their findings to the field of their research they are not 

to be excused for seeking their facts with the telescope 

in preference to the microscope, or for studying abstract 

human relationships in preference to human groups and hu

man behavior, or for studying society at large in prefer

ence to neighborhood societies. 

The very essenoe of scientifio method is exaotness, 

and the prime essential of exactness is that something be 

exaotly true of some one thing. A suffioient re-appear

ance of this one thing in time or space, that is the recur

renoe of the same fact or the ocourance of numerous si~ 

ilar facts, will constitute a basis for generalization. 

Biology, for instance, may be considered to be the soienoe 

of living organisms but the exaot method of biological in

vestigation is the observation of one living organism at a 

time under a mioroscope. 3ooiology may be considered to be 
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the science of living, conscious, acting and reacting human 

individuals and human groups. Has the method of sociologi

cal investigation ever been, and are sociologists willing 

that it should be, the subjecting of these human groups, one 

by one, to a patient analysis? It is doubtful. And for 

this reason sociology is inexact. Will it ever become ex

act? The history of its evolution giTes no cause for deny

ing that it can. "The trouble and pain that it costs the 
128 

mathmatician to discover one new decimal"; the long and 

weary experimentation by Which the chemist has reduced 

chemical constituents to sixty elements; the development of 
. 129 

biology from "the philosophy of living nature" to a "mech-
130 

anistic conception of life"; the cammon knowledge that 

astronomy was one time astrology, chemistry at one time al

chemy, psychology at one time the science of the soulland 

even that mathematics was at one time only a perceptual w~ 

of knowing individual things, ought to suffice to give the 

sociologist a faith in and a promise for the future of hie 

science. 

August Comte, a long time ago, pictured the process 

128 - Ibid. P. 373. 
129 - Burdonr Sanderson "Biolo in Its Relation to 

Other Natural Soiences" i so ia 1893 P. 437. 
130 - Lo e b, J., ~X-.II~~~u.a~'-S.:I~IJ-&..:I~o;.:a....JLa.. __ ·"'" 
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by which a science becomes exact, or "positive", as he pleased 

to call it. We may agreelwith him that all exact sciences , 

have passed through the three stages which he mentions, viz: 

the theological stage, the metaphysical stage, and finally 

the positive stage. ~e could not agree that the first two 

stages were science at all according to present standards 

and criteria of science. This does not deny, however, that 

the categories of knowledge which later became exact soi

ences were at one time theologioal and metaphysical bodies 

of thinking. If the scientists in the field of the exact 

sciences know and appreciate the struggle that their for

bears had to go through in order to present them with the 

basic formulae with which they now work, they should be 

more lenient with the sooial sciences which have a right to 

their natural days of adolescence. Probably another thing 

that Comte did not see as clearly as we might desire, and 

one fact which many exact scientists refuse to recognize, is 

that no soience is absolutely exact. We do have to allow 

for aberration in astronomy, for variation in physics, the 

curve of error in statistics, and relativity in all·science. 

~e know the law of gravitation not because bodies fall al

ways and absolutely in the same way but because we have a 
well developed set of tools with which to measure the way 

in which bodies do fall and thus the data and formulae by 

which we calculate the law of gravitation are relatively 
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exaot. The faot of the oase is that there are no more ~r-

sons who observe the phenomena of gravitation than there are 

who observe the phenomena of human nature, but there are 

oountless millions more persons who know the "one, two, 

three" of mathematios by whioh gravitation is reduoed to 

simplioity than there are who know and believe in the "sub

jeotive, objeotive and ejeotive oonsoiousness" of human be

ings. So long as the sooial soientists insist upon invent

ing foreign vooabularies and refuse to begin with the A. B. 

O.'s of the oommen man, just that long will they deny their 

soienoe that trust whioh oovers the multitude of personal 

equations, aberrations and even errors of the so-oalled ex

aot sciences. 

If the sooial soienoes are to beget this trust they 

must utilize not only the data of the other soiences but 

they must also utilize to a large degree the teohnology by 

whioh these other soiences became exact. C6mte's oontention 

was that no suooeeding science oould become exaot or even 

develop to any advanoed stage until the preoeding scienoes 

had beoome exaot. This undoubtedly is true to a large de-
132 

gree. A no less pertinent faot is that eaoh soienoe be-

131 - Mack, E., Popular ScientifiQ Leotures,P. 256. 
132 -The chronology 1s not as exact or atatio' as Comte 

seemed to think but undoubtedly is necessary. 
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beoame positive before or later than some other soienoe be

cause it was possible to reduce its data ~ exact and quan

titative expressions and measurements. 

We must clearly recognize, however, that the more ex

act the ~antitative symbol is, the less fully it may repre

sent the investigators appreciation of the faot he is seek

ing to portray. To say, however, that there are social 

facts which cannot be expressed ~antitatively is an error. 

The investigator may not be satisfied with the expression, 

but other people who want to know and appreciate the faot 

in some measure will be far better satisfied than they would 

be wi th some more vague and less visual description. The 

ideal of soience is to simplify phenomena to such a degree 

as to be able to widen the'universe of discourse, if pos

sible, to the univer~al. But as Poincare says, "What assur

ance is there that a thing we think simple does not hide a 

dreadful complexity"? He then answers his own question thus: 

"All we can say is that we ought to prefer the facts which 

seem simple to those where our crude eyes discern unlike 
133 

elements." He should have added that likeness of unlike-

ness is measured altogether in the light of comparison with 

a third thing, namely: a criterion, standard, or symbol. 

133 - Poincare, H., The Foundations of Science. p 364. 
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Sociology is confronted, just ·as this stage of its develop

ment, with the problem of choosing between the ' alternative, 

on the one hand, of attempting to expand her universe of 

discourse by the use of exact - if need be, mathematical -

terms,which will inevitably leave out much of the sympathy 

which the social investigator has with the objects of his 

observations, but which will subjeot these observations to ·· 

the criteria of exact science, and the alternative, on the 

other hand, of refusing to subject her facts to such cri

teria and thereby sacrificing the trustworthiness which 

comes with facts so exactly stated. This ohoice may seem 

to resolve itself into the question of whether sociology 

desires to discover and reveal facts 8S human experienoes 

or whether it prefers to sacrifice the soul, of these facts 

for the sake of being scientifio. Such a dilemma is based 

upon a total misconception of what science is, for the ul

timate purpose of science, no matter in what field, to re

veal the facts of human experience. Science is a method of 

d.escribing facts. .As Karl Pearson says in the Gramnar of 

Science, "Step by step men of science are coming to recog

nize that mechanism is not at the bottom of phenomena, but 

is only the conoeptual short-hand aid by which they briefly 
"134 

describe and resume phenomena. The same author says in 

134 - Pearson, K. The Grammar of Science. 3d Ed. Part 
I, P. VIII. 



another place, "Now this is the peculiarity of the scien

tific mind, that when once it has become the habit of 
135 

mind it converts all facts whatsoever into science~ 

This probably raises a very pertinent question in the field 

of the social sciences, namely: are the social scientists 

willing to pay the price of patient discovery, tabulation 

and classification of facts which is typical of the scien

tific mind? It is extremely doubtful ~tether many students 

of society have ever recognized their task as a task of 

science at all. We say it is doubtful because we are not 

sure that they have ever recognized their task as that of 

developing a method, and as we have said above, science is 

method. The student of society has had so many interesting 

things to attract his attention that he has spent little 

time in simplifying these things and reducing his observa

tions of them to order. Many of these facts have been facts 

of disorder, pathological facts, and for this reason have 

been super-attractive. The social scientist has often e~ 

ployed his time in merely describing them, rather than in 

subjecting them to formulae which would enable him to draw 

trustworthy generalizations from them. 

The importance of a fact is measured, scientifically, 

by the width of the universality which it yields. As Poincare 

135 - Ibid. P. 12. 
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says, "A new result is of value, if at all, when in unify

ing elements long known but hitherto separate and seeming 

strangers one to another it suddenly introduces order 

where apparently disorder reigned. It then permits us to 

see at a glance each of the elements and its place in the 
136 

essemblage. 1t Such a task is more easily set than accom-

plished, in the social sciences. It is easy enough to ob

serve social phenomena, but it is hard to standardize these 

observations. Mathematics does it by counting, physics 

does it by weights and measures, chemistry does is by re

ducing everything to formulae. Even psyChology does it by 

measuring reaction time. Every one of these exact methods, 

however, depends upon the possibility of isolating facts 

for the sake of analysis. Everyone of them op'erates upon 

the expressed or tacit assumption of "other things remain

ing equal". Our question is, can the method of isolation 

be utilized in analysing social phenomena; oan the social 

scientist proceed upon the assumption of "other things re

maining equaltt? Undoubtedly the task will be more diffi

cult than it is in the field of any of the other sciences, 

for the very essence of a social fact is its inter~epen

dence and composite nature. Furthermore, the social sci en-

136 - Poincare, H., Foundation of Science, P. 371. 
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tist is slow to proceed upon the basis of "other things re

ma.ining equal" when he realizes that the least violation oi 

this assumption will vitiate the fact he is seeking to iso

late. The complexity of social phenomena, together with 

the fact that they cannot be arbitrarily controlled for the 

sake of experimentation, probably indicates that isolation 

in the field of the social sciences will have to be acco~ 

plished in a more or less roundabout way. 

Isolation is but the first step in scientific analy

sis. The steps Which come between it and the formulation 

of laws are the steps of tabulation, classification and 

correlation. The whole procedure of analysis is futile 

if it does not discover or establish correlations and clas

es out of which formulae may be constructed. That is why 

science always seeks the typical fact. It is only the ty

pical fact that makes possible scientific law. ~nster

berg says, "Every science considers the single facts in 

their relations to other facts, works toward connections, 

toward generalizations. Isolation is not less valuable 
137 

than connection but it never forms science." The social 

sciences in the step of forming connections or relations 

again have the most difficult task of all sciences. If no 

two men see the same thing exactly alike, how can they for

mulate an expression or description of that thing which will 

137 - Mttnsterberg, H., FSYchology and Life, P. 195 
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recognize these differenoes and yet express the same oon

cept, content, or working hypothesis f9r them both? If 

that which may be a faot for one observer is not a faot 

at all for another observer how may they reaognize this 

contradiotion and yet establish the type? These questions 

and oonditions present diffioult problems to solve. These 

problems, however, are not unique to the sooial soienoes. 

They are the problems of all soience. It is beoause suoh 

perplexing experienoes arise in human life that we need 

the simplifying me ~hod ofeoi enoe to resolve them. Note 

the following conolusion conoerning the theory of errors, 

from an exaot soientist: "We need only one thing: . 

that the errors are very numerous, that they are slight, 

that eaoh may be negative as well as positive. Simplioi-
138 

ty of result is born of the very oomplexity of the data." 

Even the prinoiple of inertia or the law of aooeleration 

must be olosely guarded in .experimentation in order to 

yield uniform results. The faot that the conditions of 

the experiment oan be set and guarded does not assert that 

physioal bodies aotually follow these prinoiples and laws 

in nature. All it asserts is that physioists have suoceed

ed in standardizing their observations of these bodies by 

138 - Poincare, H. The Foundation of Soienoe, P 405. 
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reducing them to mathematical formulae. The social soien

ces must do somewhat the same thing. They will never be 

able completely to control the conditions of the experi

ment and this faot will, as it has already done, impede 

their progress toward exaotness. On the other hand, it 

may be that such an attempt will assure them of having 
~1~8 

more nearly analysed~as they naturally are or as they nat-

urally aot, and thus of having more nearly formulated a 

law of true behavior, than any other soience has done. It 

is the ideal or purpose which will lead the sooial soien

tist to attempt such a thing that is needed just now. 

Sociology developed through that period of political 

and social philosophy in which men were arguing the con

tract, conflict, imitation, and countless other theories, 

of how people came to be living together in an organized 

way. Other sciences passed through similar evolutions. 

Biology for a long time was nothing but the "philosophy 

of living nature". It remained such until the invention 

of technology made it possible to isolate and to discover 

great numbers of facts hitherto unknown. It was only then 

that the biologists became so busy with and interested in 

facts that they forgot to philosophize about the nature of 

things. This behavior viewpoint is gradually taking hold 

on every scienoe. Attempts have been made from time to 

time to establish marking systems which would reduce sooial 
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139 
faots to this comparative basis. These systems were ore-

ated rather than evolved. Their founders asked sooial in

vestigators to eease being interested in faots long enough 

to learn a new language. They failed because sooial work

ers refused to do this and because they knew that these 

systems were imposing upon faots, names unfamiliar to the 

people who were dealing with these facts. 

Quite the opposite is true of the methods whioh the 

sooial surveyor presents to sooial science. These are the 

methods whioh men who are seeking to solve practioal prob

lems borrow or invent just because they are good ways of 

representing and measuring facts. These methods have not 

evolved or been created beoause they are soientifio but be

oause they are efficient. The investigator is seeking a 

(~ean8 by which he can accomplish things, and in order to ac

I complish these things he has to know faots. He goes at 
I 
i 

~ 

his task, finds faots and makes them work. We analyze, gen

eralize and systematize his methods and findings and call 

! them soienoe. This is probably the means by whioh 80ciol
I 
• 

.I ogy will come to utilize exact Imthods. For sociologists 
J I are going to be as slow in the dedi oati on of the ir time to 
, 
\ the gathering of facts that oannot be observed and tested 

:...-

. 139 - Giddin~s, F. H., ,. A Social Marking System", 
Quarterly Publicatlon of Amerioan Statistical Assooiation, 
June 1910, Vol. XII, PeP. 124-139. 
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in the laboratory as they ha.ve been in the adoption of 

fortuitous marking systems. Happily neither of these 

things is altogether neoessary, though probably the for-

, mer would be salutary. There are myriads of sooial data 

:1; whioh are being gathered by experts for im!llediate pur-

I poses and whioh the sooiologist needs but to correlate and 
I 

~ilize in order to have exaot faots. It has been said 

that faot gathering is the A. B. C. of the sooial survey. 

The question is whether the faots gathered by the social 

surveyor can be utilized for scientific purposes. Suoh a 

question would seem to be idle, however, unless we believe 

lin a "science for scienoe"s sake", and SOCiologists will 

probably never be interested in any such science. The o~ 

,ly difference, as far as the sociologist is concerned, be

tween a practical fact and a scientific fact, should be that 

a practioal fact is at work and a scientifio fact is that 

same fact subjected to measurement and correlated with oth

ers of its kind. The expert and the sociologist are not 

necessarily one, but they are mutually helpful and co

operative in the development of sociology as a scienoe. 

The expert, dealing with applied facts, is able to uti-

\ lize the findings of all other experts in his own and al

lied fields because of the generalizations of the sociolo

gist who has simplified these findings and reduced them to 

order. On the other hand, it is inevitable that the theory 
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concerning any body of phenomena will become clearer and 

sounder as more concrete and sounder methods of gathering, 

tabulating and classifying facts are discovered or invented. 

The rapid development of the exact sciences which 

was incident to the invention of time, weight and space 

measuring technology; the recent development of psychology 

into a more or less exact science because of definite ~ans 

and methods of measuring reaction time; the wide use which 

is being made of mathematics and statistics by all sciences, 

are contemporary developments. Why should sociology not al

so profit by these exact methods? Or possibly the question 

might hetter be asked; why should not sociology also become 

scienti fic? Karl Pearson said, "Every group of natural 

phenomena, every phase of social life, every stage of past 

or present development is material for science. The unity 

of all science consists alone in its method, not in its 

material. ------- It is not the facts themselves which make 
140 

science, but the zoo thod by which they are deal th wi th". 

August Comte said, in essence, that each suoceeding science 

.0' in the ascending scale toward complexi ty had to wai t upon 

the maturity of the preceding sciences before it could de-

140 - Pearson, K., Qrammar of SciencQ, P 12. 
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velop into the positive stage. MUnsterberg said, that 

"naturalistic dissolution" started wi th the rapid develop-
141 

ment of physics and chemistry. Undoubtedly, the chief 

cause of progress in biology was due to the progress which 

bad been made in the sciences upon whioh it depended -

. physics and chemistry. Burdon-Sanderson says: "This ra

pid advance came in biology not because it was any more 

possible than before to conceive of the organism otherwise 

than as a working together of parts for the good of the 

whole, but rather that men were so occupied with new facts 
142 

that they had not time to elaborate philosophies". Is 

there nothing of this kind destined to oocur in the field 

of sociology? Our belief is that it has already occured. 

The social survey may not be the master tool for measur

ing and simplifying the complex facts of sociology, but 

it is a step in that direction. It is a unique bit of 

(technology which is capable of estimating and reporting 

: social facts quanti tati vely wi thout sacrificing the soul 
i 
;of these facts altogether. Furthermore, it uses the same 
i 
IMthods Which the other sciences use and so is in accord 

with the thesis of the "Grannnar of Science". It is con-

141 - MUnsterbarg, H., Psychologr and Life, P 3. 
142 - Burdon-Sanderson, SmithsonIan Report, 1893, 

P. 445. 

J 
I 
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temporary with pragmatism in philosophy, cost accounting 

in economics and the development of exact tests and meas

urements in education. Its earliest development may be 

traced back to John Howard's study of prisons in 1777, to 

Lombroso's positive school of criminology in Italy and to 

La Play's study of family budgets in France. 

Le Play did not make his study of family budgets as 

a survey of practical facts alone. He believed that the 

ohaos which he sawall about him was a choas of social 

ideas and therefore he argued the need of social generali

zations and conclusions drawn from a patient study of 

facts. He ohose the family as the unit of investigation 

because he believed in the rehabilitation of the powers 

onoe invested in the father of the family who was the 

oonduotor of the work-shop. We are not oonoerned with his 

theory of rehabilitation of the family, but we are bound 

to recognize his method of disoovering the faots upon 

whioh he based this theory. He laid down definite rules 

of researoh, prooeeded by use of a questionnaire in whioh 

were oarefully and systematioally tabulated all the faots 

whioh his investigators gathered. Eaoh investigator was 

to prooeed by three methods: First, direot observation; 

second, direct questioning of the members of the family; 

and third, questioning of others ooncerning the family. 

The data gathered by eaoh of these methods oould then be 
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oheoked by those gathered by the other two methods. Le Play 

insisted that all estimates be tabulated in terms of meas

ures and money of the oountry in whioh the investigation 

was being made. This was typioal of his desire to subjeot 

the results of all observations, in the sooial soienoes, 

to the laws of mathematioal soienoe and to the oriteria of 

the exaot soiences. In expressing this conviotion he says: 

"The surest means of knowing thoroughly the moral and the 

material life of men is muoh like the process whioh che~ 

ists use to learn the nature of minerals. A given mineral 

is known. 'when by analysis it has been separated into the 

elements of whioh it is composed, and when it is found 

that the oombined weight of all these elements is equal to 

that of the speoimen that has been analyzed. A numerical 

verification of a similar nature may always be made by 

the soholar who analyzes oarefully the existence of the so-
143 

cial unit oonstituted by the family." 

The theory of sociology was not influenced direotly 

by the work of Le Play. but it has undoubtedly been very 

143 - Le Play. P. G. F., OuyrieTs Europe~~ 2nd 
Editioni Vol. 1, P. 224. Cf. also an article :y Professor 
C. A. E wood in Americ~ Journal 0t Sooiology. 2:662-79; 
and an articie on "La SOlenoe S9cia e" in ~Itals9f th9 
Amerioan Aoademy. 4:620-54. Th1S latter ar 1cle 1S wrIt
ten by Paul de Rousiers and translated into English by 
Cornelia H. B. Rogers. 
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greatly influenced, in the last two decades, by similar in

vestigations. Studies which have been made of family bud

gets, standards of living, birth and death rates, marriage 

~nd divorce rates, wage rates, crime rates, the poverty 
f 

/ line and many other similar problems, have without question 
I 
1 

f not only presented the sociologists with a large body of 
! 

data from which to generalize but have also given them a 

mind to distrust generalizations based upon less specific 

findings. Professor Small says, "People who have focused 

their attention upon such questions can no longer be hood

winked by the scientific pretentions of any more wholesale 

and summary methods of asking and answering questions a.

bout human experienoe. If we are at our wits' end to un

derstand the boys in the nearest schoolyard, it is barely 

possible that no one has any better understood the cursade 

of the children. ------- If we find ourselves guessing a

bout the undercurrents of politics in our own ward, the 

suspioion naturally steals in upon us that we may have be

lieved fairy tales about the Wars of Roses, or the revolts 

of the Italian cities, or the European war of 1914-----1n 

a word, this at least ia a contribution whioh present 

fashions in sociologioal researoh are making to the objec

tivity of social scienoe in general, -------. Otherwise 

expressed, the sociologists are at least performing the 

negative service of encouraging a wholesome suspicion that 
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much remains before anything which is conventionally ac

cepted as social science will be able to stand the test as 

more than one of the tributary techniques of science, or as 
144 

a gathering of materials for science." 

Ei Social surveys have already contributed a small 

library of facts which are pertinent to the problems with 

\ which the SOCiologist deals, and the social survey has just 
\ 
j begun to operate as a definite method in the field of sociol-
I 

! ogical research. The number of social surveys that have 

been made since the Pittsburg Survey runs probably into 

the hundreds. Truly, as Professor Small infers, it is the 

r 
present fashion in sociological research. The social sur

vey methods and findings are certain to play a more and 

\ more important role in dictating the type of attitudes 
\ 

) with Which the sociologists will approach their work in the 

J future. When the social scientists have become thoroughly 

imbued with the mistrust of these "wholesale and summary" 

methods, of which Professor Small speaks, they will more 

diligently seek exact methods of knowing phenomena and will 

thus probably playa dominant role in the furthering of 

the social survey as a method of scientific research. 

. 144 - Small A. W., "Fifty Years of Sociology in the 
U. S.", !meric@. journal of Soclolof,l, Vol. XXI, 834-35. 
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~ Probably the chief thing that has kept the sociolo-

I gists from reducing their facts to measurements is the be-
I 

[ lief that there is an inherent difference between the facts 
; 

t of the social sciences and the facts of the other sciences. 

Men who accept the division of labor as an essential basis 

for scientific progress and research do not seem to have 

attained an appreciation of the more profound fact of the 

multiple aspect of phenomena. Sociologists have been con

fused by this multiple aspect of phenomena. They have been 

unwilling to simplify their body of data because these 

data appeared to be so complex and variable. No two men 

see the same thing in the same way. What is a fact for 

one man is not a fact for another. People who are baffled 

by this seeming variability have failed to see that the 

fact, that different men look at the same thing in differ

ent ways is the very basis of the differentiation of the 

sciences. Mttnsterberg says, "A body may appear very dif

ferent from the geometrical, from the physical and from 
145 

the chemical points of view, while each one gives us truth." 

Psychology and sociology might just as well have been add-

ed to this list, for a social fact is after all only the 

social aspect of any other fact. A social fact is differ-

145 - MHnsterburg, H., Psychology and Life, P 184. 
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ent from an historical fact, for instanoe, in that it has 

relatively little to do with temporal order and relatively 

much to do with conditioning circumstanoes. It is differ

ent from the fects of exact soience only in the use that is 

made of it. Neither of these differences need have any 

thing to do with the method by which faots are discovered. 

(1rhe social soiences should use all the methods and wher

!ever possible the tools of all other soienoes. They should 

develop a technique and oreate a teclmology of their own, 

if possible, out of the things they borrow from other soi

enoes and out of the beginnings they have developed in 

: their many investigations. For es already stated, the very , 
'existanoe of a soience depends upon the tools with which it 

works. The sooi al soiences must have tools wi th which they 

can isolate their facts for the sake of subjecting them to 

rigid analysis and exaot tabulation. Professor Small says, 

ttToday we are bolder than ever before in professing the 

belief that we oannot know things as they are unless we know 
146 

large reaches of them as subjeot to human control." stu-

dents of society cannot take their experiments into the lab

oratory. They oannot literally use the miorosoope or test 

tube. Many of their phenomena are so intricately interwoven 

146 - Small A. W., "Fifty Years of Sociology in the 
U. S.It, American journal of Soclology , Vol. XXI, -P. 864 
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with other phenomena that physical segregation is impossi

ble. They would take a long step forward if they would 

test all their investigations and reports of those inves

tigations by the canons of inductive logic. The method of 

agreement, the method of difference, the joint method of 

agreement and difference, the method of residue and the 

prinoiple of conoomitant variations are,all methods of 

isolating faots. The statistioal method is a most thor

oug~: method of isolating faots and a method whioh has been 

employed altogether too little in the sooial soienoes. 

The canons of inductive logio have been used quite purely 

as thought processes, however, and have been seldom ap

plied to the actual problem of isolating social facts for 
147 

the sake of analyzing them more thoroughly. Statistics, 

~n the other hand, have often so thoroughly isolated the 
''-.. 

147 - The author analyzed thirty-eight artioles all 
of which appeared in the same year and were publisheA in the 
same perioaloal, from the pens of sociologists. It was his 
purpose to test the methods of these oontributions by the 
oanons of induotive logio. He atte~ted to olassify the 
articles into three classes: The first inoluded those whioh 
violated or i~ored inductive reasoning, the seoond, inclWded 
those whioh dId not lend themselves to Inductive tests, and 
the third inoluded those which used to a ~eater or less 
degree, induotive reasoning and methods of investigation. 
AccordIng to his judgment only twelve of these artloles 
actually made use of inductive reasoning while seventeen 
of them either ignored it altogether or actually violated 
some one canon of inductive logio. 
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(faots that the real sooial signifioance of these faots has 

Ibeen lost. The sooial survey appears to be a tool capable 

~f being utilized to isolate faots without saorifioing their 
\ 

sooial aspects. In its composite nature it retains all the 

environing oiroumstanoes, which are so muoh more an essen

tial part of the sooial fact than they are of the histori

oal faot or the faot of exaot soienoe. 

The first essential of the sooial survey is that it 

be local. It is a survey of a to\vnshipi~ oounty, a oo~ 

munity, or a definite sooial situation. The first essen-

tial of a soientifio fact is that it be definite knowledge 

conoerning some speoifio thing. The survey and soienoe 

are one in their demand that observations be looalized or 

isolated. The survey, as well as scienoe, is diagnostic. 

It seeks definite information conoerning one oounty, one 

township, one parish, or one community. It ~es a step 

further in its method of isolation when it breaks up the 

investigation of a definite locality into typical sections 

and presents the findings in typical categories. A co~ 

munity is usually sized up by means of a pathfinder sur

vey, and a cross-section whioh if judged to be typioal is 

taken for detailed investigation. The following statement 

148 - Kellogg, P. U., The Sooial Suryey, P. 3. 
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is quoted from a survey report: "This district was chosen 

because it appeared on examination to be a fairly represen

tative section. The dwellings ------ range all the way from 

miserable shacks to comfortable and commodious houses; the 

population is mixed; the occupations are sufficiently varied 
149 

to furnish a wide range of conditions." The survey from 

Which this quotation is taken demonstrates three steps in 

the method by which the social survey isolates social facts. 

First, this survey sought definite data in a definite co~ 

munity about definite things, namely, "the earnings, ex

pendi tures and living conditions of a group of working 

people of New Haven." Second, it took a typical cross

section of the city. Third, it completed the process by 

breaking up the investigation into street schedules. We 

noted in chapter three the typical categories which sur

veyors use in gathering and reporting their findings. The 

cross-section method of analysis has literally subjected 

social si tuations to laboratory conditions. Survey sched

ules, which are practically universal, are literally the 

analogues of the more quantitative categpries of mathema

tics. A certain type of sociologist is liable to scout 

the idea that any such method will ever give us a doc-

trine of population or a correct theory of geographical 

149 - Fairchild, H. P., An Industrial Survey of A 
New Haven District, Pp. 3-4, 7. 
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or economic determinism. The reply to such an objection 

is that science is not seeking doctrines but generaliza

tions based upon facts. The question for the sociologist 

to answer just at this stage of the development of sociol

ogy is not "what do these facts tell us about Malthus' 

law but does Malthus' law tell us anything about these 

facts"? 

Although isolation of facts is essential in the 
( 
~nalysis of phenomena, isolation alone,as we have noted, 
, 
hever forms a scientific law. Classification and corre
I 

~ation furnish the final step in the formulation of a 

scientific law. The recognition of this fact raises an

other ~estion concerning the survey method, namely, does 

the social survey classify and oorrelate; .does it make 

possible universal generalizations concerning social facts 

and situations? Another question which will immediately 

suggest itself to the skeptic will be, are there any so

cial facts that are universal? The author knows of no 

such facts. Furthermore, he feels quite sure that the so

cial survey will never discover any such facts. He is 

just as thoroughly convinced, however, that no man knows 

any such facts and that no science can ever discover such 

facts. The only sense in which a fact can be considered 

universal is that numerous facts can be subjected to uni
versal categories of measurement. Gravitation is not the 
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same in the valley as it is on the mountain top. The mag

nitude of stars vary when conditioned by even so fortuitous 

a thing as a cloudy night. Even statisticians can plo~ 

a symmetrical curve only by having errors so numerous that 

he can allow them to negative each other. Why should the 

sociologist be so baffled by the seeming fluctuations of 

his phenomena? iVhat he should do is to seek to analyze 

these social situations by means of differentiation and 

isolation, and then to simplify them by classification. 

We believe that the social survey is capable of assist

ing in the classification; measurement and simplifica

tion as well as in the isolation differentiation of facts. 
150 

It has already been shown that soci al surveyors use 

similar schedules in all of their investigations. This, 

in itself, is a step toward classifioation, as well as 

toward differentiation. It has been further shown that 

tthe survey uses nmch of the zmchinery of other sciences 

in subjecting social facts to quantitative representation. 

It is upon these quantitative expressions and categories 

that comparison depends, and without the method of OO~ 

parisen, science is impossible. When the sociologists 

put themselves universally to the task of using compara

tive methods, they will by right of that very faot set 

themselves the task of discovering and inventing stand

ard measurements, categories and symbols of representa-

150 - Chapter III, Pp. 93-94. 
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( 

( tion which are capable of comparison one with the other. 

j Sociology will then be scientific for the same reason 

\ that the exact sciences are soientific, namely; it will 

l be scientific in method. We quote once more from the 

"Grammar of Science": "It is not facts themselves which 
151 

make sci ence but the method by which they are dealt with. It 

The social survey is not the only method of social inves

tigati on that is comparative end quanti tati ve. It is the 

fact that the social survey is always comparative and al

ways quantitative, and that social surveys are becoming 

more prevalent every day that makes it a method with such 

great promises in the field of social research. Booth 

says, "Comparisons with the past are absolutely necessary 

to a true comprehension of all that exists today; with-
152 

out them we cannot penetrate the heart of things." The 

auttor of "The Coopersburg Survey" expressed the opinion 

that, "Readings ~uld be simplified and their permanent, 

intrinsic and comparative values enhanced if a uniform 
153 

plan were followed in the presentation of findings", ac-

cordingly the Coopersburg report follows the schedules of 

the United States Department of Agriculture in its "Farm 

151 - Pearsonl K.t.ihegga:t:t~ of srienc:, P. 12. 152 - Booth, U. 1 e r of he P ople of 
London P. 

153 - Potter, Z. L. t The Coopersburg Survey, P. 9. 
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Survels. It Weld in his sUrTey of the Red River Valley commu-
154 

nity, draws all of his conclusions in the light of definite 

standards. He makes definite oomparisons betwee~ oountry 

and village families under thirty-three schedules: The 

Cleveland Survey makes all of its comparisons between what 

is being done in the Oleveland schools and the standards 
155 

of an ideal school system. Cubberly in the Portland Sur-

vey, never leavasthe basis of statistical comparison. His 

comparisons are made either between what he found in Port

land and similar findings elsewhere, or between what he 
156 

found in Portland and an ideal standard. The social 

surveyor follows the physicien in that he uses, in any given 

survey, standards and experiences worked out elsewhere. 

Bogardus, in his study entitled, "The Relation of Fatigue 
157 

to Industrial Acoident'; demonstrates in a very convin-

oing manner the possibility of utilizing laboratory methods 

and direot observations of sooial si tuations B.S cheoks up

on eaoh other. The investigator worked out his laws of 

fatigue in the laboratory and then visited a great number 
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of faotories in order to observe men subjeoted to the same 

oonditions whioh he had set for himself in the laboratory. 

He found that the ourve of accident which he worked out 

for the faotory conditions was identioal with the curve of 

fatigue whioh he worked out in his laboratory experiment. 

?: We might continue giving examples from a ' hundred other 

surveys all to the same end, but rather than do that we 

shall,for the sake of summary, attempt to compare, as con

oisely and as briefly as possible, the general criteria of 

soienoe with the methods and oriteria of the social survey, 

and thus attempt to get some judgment upon the present 

limits and future possibilities of the social survey. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE POSSIBILITI3S AND THE LIMITATIONS OF THE SOCIAL SURVEY 

In chapter one of this thesis we sought to discover 

the criteria and ideals Which the social surveyor has set 

for himself as an investi~tor of faots. In chapter two 

we attempted to traoe the kinds of investigations whioh 

have been made in the name of social research. In chap

ter three we discussed the different types of technology 

whioh have been used to measure, describe and report the 

findings of sooial investigations. In chapter four we dis

cussed the methods and oriteria of sOience, and cited some 

illustrations to the effect that the social survey approach

es and, possibly, to some degree demonstrates a soientific 

method for sooiological research. It is now our purpose 

to compare, as concisely and as briefly as possible, the 

general methods and oriteria of soienoe with the methods 

and criteria of the sooial survey. to cheok the methods of 

the social survey by the recognized methods of soienoe 

and thus get some appreciation of the possibilities and 

limitations of the social survey as a soientific method of 

sooial researoh. 

We know of no more definite means of comparing the 

methods of the sooial survey wi th the methods of soience 

than that of stating, as definitely as possible, the ori-
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teria of science and then stating the demonstrated proced

pre of social surveys. The first and most important cri

;' terion of soience is that it be a method of exact and im-
, 100 
partial analysis of facts. The social survey, without 

a single exception, so far as the writer knows, has devel

oped upon the basis of impartial analysis. It has devel

oped practioa11y outside the field of theoretical sociology 

and so has esoaped altogether any preoonoeived notions 

. whioh B)oial theorists may have had. The oase worker and 

other expert field workers who have developed the method 

of the sooial survey have oared only for the faots whioh 

were aotua11y operative in the oommunity where they la

bored. They aocumulated a large body of data for the sake 

of oarrying on speoifio projeots, with no thought of its 

soientifio signifioanoe, but we have oome to see that these 

data are the basio faots out of whioh social theory must 

be formed. These social workers and investigators have 

been not only impartial in their co1leotion and analysis 

of facts, but they have also been exact in their methods. 

They were seeking these facts only beoause they wanted to 

158 - Pearson K., ~~ ~~~mar o~ sc~~e, 'P g
Poincare, H. The Vaiue of i A 1 7;0 , E., ~ 
u1ar SCientif~i Lectures, P 232; Enriques, F., ~ 
lems of Scien ,P 67. 
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use them for very definite purposes. These definite pur

poses demanded that the facts be exact, that they be rep-

resentative of some very definite condition or situation 

and that they be so specifically stated that other social 

workers would be able to understand and use them. 

The second criterion of science that we would name 

is that the phenomena which are the objects of investiga

tion be typical, that they j59~epresentative of a species, 

a type, or a class of facts. The social survey, as we 

saw in chapter one, attempts to meet this criterion. Not 

all surveys have been made with the purpose of investiga

ting or discovering typical situations, typical counties, 

or typical communities and typical sections of communi

ties. Many of them have specifically stated this to be 

their purpose, however. To what extent they have acoom
plished the purpose we shall probably be unable to state 

until a much greater number of surveys have been made. The 

only thing that we oan definitely assert at this state of 

the development of the sooial survey is that many aocial 

surveyors hold it as their ideal to discover and reveal 

typical phenomena. 

The third and final general oriterion of science 

159 - Pearson, K.,Grammar o~ Scieno~, P 29; Po inoare , 
H., Value of 19ienQ8, P 140; Mao, E., porular SOien~ific 
Lectures, P. 4; Enriques, F. Problems 0 SCIence, 50. 
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160 
is that it discovers or formulates scientific laws. The 
social survey lays no claim to having accomplished this 

final step in scientific method. Social surveying is the 

task of the expert. The formulation of the laws of sci

ence is the task of the scientist. Since, however, few 

if any social phenomena can be taken into the laboratory, 

and since the social scientists are quite universally men 

whose time is occupied in academic pursuits, it would seem 

advisable that the social expert and the professor of 

sociology should form a coalition for working out a met~ 

od of scientific research and analysis in the field of 

the social sciences. When this alliance is formed, the 

social survey will have accomplished the final step in 

scientific procedure, for the specific facts which the 

surveys have discovered will then be made over into corre

lated or collated facts, and the exact methods with which 

the surveyor operates will have furnished the social scien

tist with a much needed exact technique and technology. 

~' Sociologists and social surveyors , whether they rec-

( ognize it or not, are interested in the same field of phe

\ nomena. Professor Small's designation of the "Groups of 

l 

160 - Pearson K., Gr~ar of Scien~e, P. 37; Poin
care H. ~lue of Science,~ 13; Mach,. Popular S9 i-
entific Lectures, P. 156; Enriques, F., froblems of SClence. 
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Personal Wants" as; "(a) heal th, (b ) wealth, (c) so ciabil-
. 161 

i ty, (d) knowledge, (e) beauty, (f) rightness" is but 

a theoretical way of stating facts which could be and, in 

fact, have been surveyed. The a.ttempt of Professor Giddings 

to classiil2human association into eight kinds of rational 

societies is but a theoretical way of accomplishing the 

same thing that the surveyor accomplishes by detailed stu-

/ dy of connnunities. Nor has this common interest and direc

/ tion of effort been altogether unrecognized. The findings 
I . 
! 
i of the social surveys are of immediate value to many cour-
~ 
i 
( 

1 
ses in sociology. Practically all the courses which a.re 

taught in Schools of Philanthropy and those which are I 
I 

I 
\ taught in the regular curricula of colleges and universi-

\\ti.es depend upon specific and detailed knowledge of the 

f~cts which the social survey investigates. It is to be 

hoped, and we believe, it is to be expected that the in

fluence and value of the social survey method will not 

end wi th the courses in applied soci ology but will extend 

to the theoretical courses in sociology. If the social 

survey discovers and reports exact facts, it should be a 

means of checking up on social theories and ultimately of 

161 - Small, A. B., and Vincent, G. E., An Introduc
tion to the Study of Society, P 175. 

162 - Giddings, F.H.,American Journal of Sociology, 
10: 167. 
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furnishing the bases of more exaot formulation of the soi

entific laws of sooial phenomena, and thus should lead to 

a soientific sooiology. 

! 
No instructor in the field of applied sociology at-

/ tempts to organize his oourses or develop his field out-

side the body of data whioh has been furnished him by so

oial surveyors or by those groups of sooial investigations 

whioh preceded the social survey and out of which the . so

cial survey has evolved. It was in the field of Criminol

ogy or CriminalcAnthropology that the positive method in 
\ 163 
\ sociology made its first real progress. Practically all 
\. 

the knowledge and principles in the field of Social Pathol-

ogy and other Philanthropy courses have been furnished by 

case workers, social investigations of different natures 
164 

and recently by social surveys. The comparatively new 

fields of Urban and Rural Sociology depend almost wholly 

upon the investigations and surveys for their body of 

163 - Whether or not the author accepts Lombroso!s 
theories of orime does not vitiate the faot just stated. 

164 - See Nearing, S., Income; Goddard, H. H. J. ru
blemin dn ; Best, H.,the ~ea~; a survey of the "uostof 

iVIng in t e DistrIct 0 Co urn Ia"(made by the U. S. Bu
reau of Labor); and literally hundre~s of other inv~sti
gations which In the pe.s~ have contrIbuted,to the fIeld of 
applied sociology and whIch today are keepIng the body of 
data up-to~date. 
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165 
knowledge. Especially is this true of Rural Sociology 

because of the great number of surveys that have been made 

in the last five years. 

The contributions of the survey do not by any means 

end with the courses just mentioned) nor do they end with 
. 106 167 

the field of sociology. Education, Economics, and 
168 . 

Political Science, have all benefitted by these investi-

gations. Some notable contributions have been made to 

the field of Ethnology by the far-reaching and suggestive 

extension of the survey method to the study of whole tribes 

and peoples. "The Veddas", a survey of the people by that 

name, made by Mr. end W~s. C. G. Seligmann; The Torres 

Straits Expedition, a composite survey of the Eastern Is

landers of Torres Straits, conducted in five sections, each 
169 

under an expert in his field of research are investiga-

tions which suggest that the social survey need not con

fine itself to any narrow territorial domain or community. 

In fact, the method of anthropological and archaeological 

165 - Vogt, Po Lo, od ion ral 0 ·01 
166 - Kir~atrick E. 0 on 0 '0 • 

Chapter 20; Cubb~rley, io Po, r r. 
167 - Nearlng ! S.~~; relg 0 t 0 Ho, Stand

datd Of ~iYinf· Chal.!ln .t{o ~tandard of Iii vin&". 
6 - A ien, W. H., "Efflci ent Democracy"; and the many 

contributions of the Municipal Bureau of Research. 
169 - Report of the Cambridge Anthropological Expedi

tion to Torres Straits. Cambridge Univ. Press, London, 1908. 
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research has practically always been more or less the same 

method as that of the survey_ The further back into the 

recognized and established fields of science the survey 

method can penetrate, the more quickly will it be accepted 

as a true method of science rather than as a mere fad or 

fashion. A few illustrations cited from the two ethnolog

ical surveys just mentioned will serve to demonstrate the 

value of the survey method to bodies of knowledge which 

are fairly deeply entrenChed in theoretical tradition. 

Seligmann made ' definite psychological and physiological 

tests upon a number of the Veddas. His scientific eKamina

tion of their sense of vision, hearing and pain, made by 

means of modern scientific technology, serves to show how 

thoroughly erroneous an accepted theory in a given field 
170 

of science can be. Volume VI, alone, of the Torres Strai~ 

Report contains three maps and seventyfigures (photographs, 

plates and drawings). One of the maps is a topographical 
. 171 

or physiographical as well as a social map. It is as per-

fect 8 specimen in miniature of the situation under study 

as any enlarged graph or drawing of a zoological specimen 

170 - Compare Spencer, H., frinciples of Soctolo~ , 
Vol. I, PP. 76-77 with Seligmann, C. G. & B. Z., ~ 
Yeddas Chapter XVI. .. . 

i71 - Report of the Torres Stralts Expedltlon,Vo1.VI. 
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could be. The graphs and plates, which are either photo

graphs or drawings of the implements, instruments of magic, 

etc., coupled with the vivid description, the material for 

which was obtained by living and talking with the people 

themselves and amplified by contributions from mission

aries, traders and travelers, furnishes an authentic anal

ysis of the life of one of the most primitive of peoples. 

A comparison of the findings of a few such surveys as the 

two cited would add more to the body of scientific ethnol

ogy than has yet been contributed to that field. Both the 

surveys made thorough and exact studies of types of so

cial organizations. Rivers' geneological tables of the 

Murray Islanders is as perfect a scientific compilation as 
172 

could well be imagined. What the findings of suoh sur-

veys can do and have done in the field of anthropology and 

ethnology, they can do and probably are destined to do for 

any body of knowledge or field of research to whioh they 

are applied. And since the survey method is nothing what

~ver but the reoognized and acoepted comparative method of 

all science, the two steps needed to assure its application 

to the field of sociology are a desire on the part of the 

ociologist that it be applied and an experimental working 
\..-

172 - Ibid. see espeoially Pp 78 and 79. 
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i 
I 

put of technologies which will reduce observations to a 
i 

:'comparative basis. The contributions of the social survey 
} 
;are limited largely by the measure of these two steps. 

The influence of the social survey has been limited 

because of facts which we have already mentioned but which 

we may be permitted to summarize at this point. The sur

vey method has been developed alxost wholly outside of the 

field of theoretical sociology. This has resulted in 

three, very distinct things: First, surveys have been made 

~nerally for propogandic purposes, i.e., as bases for CO~ 
i 173 
lmunity programs. Second, the fact that surveys have been 
I , 
Imade for local purposes has kept them largely confined to 
I 

\

1 local, almost colloquial, situations. Third, they have 

?een largely made by field workers who do not have the op

~ortunity to know and thus appreciate national and world 
, 

~i tuations, which are of dominating interest to the soci-

ologist. The last named fact probably has more to do with 
I 

{the lack of uni ty of efforts of the investigator and the 
I 

~Ciologist than any other one thing. The sociologist has 

at his command all the contributions of history, economics. 

political soience, psychology and biology. To him the stu

dy of society is the study of social evolution, 9)cial 

, 173 - Burgess, E. W., The Social Survey, a file for 
constructiv§ S~riice by DePartme~te9Qf Sociology, American 
Journal Of 0010 oC, vol. -Ul, l' 4 ~. 
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change, social progress - social dynamics, in short. 

Therefore, to him the social survey seems static in its 

method. It measures things as they are now. It refuses 

to generalize from things it can not observe. It is pure

ly inductive. The survey report may contain a chapter 

on "the history of the communi ty", but this history wi 11 

be a summary of growth of population, topography and sim-

gist sees and knows that a sociology constructed out of 

such limited data would be quite different from any other 

social science if not different from all sciences. .-/ / 
..-

What then must we conclude concerning the survey, 

the survey method and the science of sociology? One thing 

\ 

\ 
\ 

i 
1 
I 

\ 

\ 
\ 

we have already concluded, viz: that the expert investiga- \ 

tor has for some time been furnishing the appli ed fi ~lds _J 
.;,...,. 

of SOCiology wi th a large portion of their data; that sur- ---

vey findings have even altered social theories in the field 

of ethnology and anthropology. It is probably destined to 

do the same thing in every field to which it is applied 

as a method of research. We may further conclude that the 

co-operation of the social surveyor and the SOCiologist 

should not and does not end with the influence which the 

expert has upon the theories of the scientist. Schools of 

Philanthropy, which are literally departments of applied 

sociology, train experts by teaching them the fundamentals 
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of the social scienoes and the teohni~e of field work. 

Teachers of sooiology everywhere make more or less use of 
the oommunity in Whioh they teaoh as a laboratory. In 

large cities like Chioago, New York, Philadelphia, Cleve

land and Minneapolis departments of sooiolog~ have assist

ed sooial agenoies much in their organization and used 

them as di reoting agencies for students who are doing field 

work. The University of Kansas, The University of South

ern California, The University of Missouri and Chicago Uni

versity offer courses in social surveying. Members of 

the extension divisions of a number of universities are now 

the leaders in their respeotive states, espeoially in rural 

surveying. A" social survey o( Fargo, North Dakota, was 

made by a sociologist upon the request of a local organi-
174 

zation. The Child Welfare Assooiati on of Columbia, Mis-

souri, reoently requested the Department of Sooiolo"gy of 

Missouri University tQ make a survey of the condition of 

children in that city. The state Board of Charities asked 

the same department for a survey of Outdoor Relief in 

Boone County, Missouri. The first of these surveys is just 

oompleted and the second is under headway. The field work 

has been done by students in a class in "Methods of Sooial 

Investigation" in the Department of Sooiology of Missouri 

University. Why should not all departments of sociology 

174 - Ibid. P. 494. 

\ 
I 
i , 
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\ 
\ 

train men and women to be expert social surveyors? These ) 

men and women would then in time turn back to these depart~ 

ments of sociology a large and reliable body of data WhiCh) 

would be of the utmost value to the science of sociology. / 
--..... / 

If the social scientist is to depend upon the social sur-

vey for his exact data and exact methods of measuring and 

reporting facts, he should be willing and anxious to assist 

in developing the social surveyor. iVhen this is done, as 

it surely will be, the expert investigator will be capable 

of seeing beyond the immediate implications of his findings 

to their wider significance. And when he does this he will 

probably extend the survey beyond the local community to 

state and national, maybe world, situations and problems, 

as indeed the Rockefeller and Sage Foundations have already 

done. 

In the final conclusion we should consider two weak

nesses which seem to be inherent in the technique and 

technology of the social survey. First, the fact that the 

survey is highly inductive, has lead to the objection that 

it will forever be limited in application by both time 

and plaoe. It is asserted that it must thus confine itself 

to the present and future while there are many social sit

uations the understanding of which demands an acquaintence 

with wide bodies of facts in both time and place. Second, 

some of these facts may be out of the reach of the surveyor 
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because they demand a study of t he history as well as the 

present status of the soci al si tuation. To base an'" bbJec

tion on the first of these conditions is little short of 

foolish. No zoologist who asserts that he has a knowledge 

of the nervous system of frogs claims to have studied all 

the frogs' nervous systems in existlnce. He does not even 

assert that a frog might or does not have a nervous system 

different from the "nervous system of frogs" that he des
cribes. All he asserts is that this is a typical frog's 

nervous system and that he has reconstructed or described 

it after having studied a number - sometimes one number, 

sometimes another number -of frogs. The social surveyor 

sets for ~ himself a no more difficult task than the exact 

scientist sets for himself, namely: to study a sufficient 

number of typical specimens. Concerning the second Con-

) di tion, which seems to make the survey method a study of 

. static conditions, we can but offer again the first sen

tence of this thesis, namely: "The Social Survey is new." 

If it analyses, measures and reports things as they are 

today and tomorrow these aays will soon be the yesterdays 

of the many succeeding days to come and these findings 

will be the history of those new days' social situations. 
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~right, C. D. and Hunt, W. C. 
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Carl Cleveland Taylor was born near Harlan, Shelby 

County, Iowa, December 16th, 1884. He received his common 

school diploma in a rural school at the age of fourteen. At 

the age of nineteen he went to Eureka College, Eureka, Illinois, 

and attended the preparatory department of that institution 

for one and one-half years. He entered Drake University, 

Des Moines, Iowa in 1906; graduated from the preparatory de

partment in 1907; and received the degree of Bachelor of Arts 

in 1911. 

In the fall of 1911 he went to the state University of 

Texas as instructor in Public Speaking. In the summer of 1912 

he did graduate work in Sociology at the University of Missouri 

and in the summer of 1913 studied at Columbia University. Dur

ing the academic year of 1913-14 he held a fellowship in Psy

chology at the University of Texas, receiving his M. A. from 

that institution in June, 1914. His Master's dissertation was 

upon the subject of "The Application of Inductive Logic to 

Social Investigation." 

The year 1914-15 he spent in graduate work in sociology 

and economics at the University of Missouri. In 1915-16 he was 

granted a scholarship in Sociology at the University of Missouri 

but resigned at the end of the first semester to accept a sup

ply instructorship in Economics and Sociology at Mount Holyoke 

College. The summer of 1916 he did graduate work in the Univer-



sity of Chicago, returning to the University of Missouri' 

as Assistant in S~ciology for the academic year of 1916-17. 

The following year he was appointed Acting Assistant Profes

sor of Sociology at the University of Missouri, receiving a 

regular appointment as Assistant Professor of Sociology in 

April, 1918. 
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